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Chapter 1: Research Framework
1.1.

Introduction

"Recreation is the enrichment of living by enabling individuals to find outlets for selfexpression and thereby to develop their inherent potential and achieve desired
satisfaction." (The Athletes Institution and American Association for Health, Physical

Education and Recreation, 1965: 2)

Recreation is an activity that improves one's mind and body in a way that creates
pleasure. This can include adventure, fellowship, and enjoyment of beauty, which
expresses human happiness. Recreation programs allow people to develop their
interests and skills thus making use of their leisure constructively. This improves their
physical and mental health, safety, good citizenship, confidence and character
development.

Recreation is very diverse in nature and scope. Recreation is a kind of experience
rather than a set of activities. However, recreation does involve some form of activity,
which is undertaken because someone wants to do it without economic incentive as
a motivating force. This emphasises a fundamental prerequisite of willingness on the
part of the participant. These experiences occur in programs at schools and colleges
as well as other recreational agencies. There are an array of recreational activities
such as sports and games, music, dance, arts and crafts, drama, social activities,
nature and outing activities and hobbies. The vast range of recreation programs
allows people of all ages, backgrounds and interests to participate in a variety of
activities with the help of the various experts in the respective fields, thus ensuring
maximum enjoyment and benefits. The recreational activity appeals to the individual,
families, clubs and informal groups. Activities can occur both indoors and outdoors,
near to participant's residence and more distant places and all year round or
seasonally. Recreation has become a vital part of human existence. (The Athletes
Institution and American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation:
1965).

Recreation forms an important aspect of the adolescent's life. Many adolescents
spend their time in school and out of school. The school does provide some form of
recreational activities such as programs involving sport but it is not sufficiently
1

equipped to deal with the adolescents needs which leaves them on their own. These
adolescents are not equipped with making the decisions as to what recreational
facilities are appropriate and adequate for them. When an adolescent is out with their
peers decisions are often made based on their peers and the amount of money they
have. These two aspects are very influential. It is therefore up to the adult and the
responsible parties to protect the youth from tragic events such as the Throb incident.
This incident occurred in March 2000 , where teenagers were crammed into a
Chatsworth Nightclub. This tragedy took the lives of 13 teenagers as young as 11
years old. It was found that the doors and exit points had been inadequate. This
made the community of Chatsworth realize that recreational facilities are not always
appropriately designed or serviced, which created a disaster especially in times of
need.

Recreational planning is a process that relates -the leisure time of people to space.
Recreational planning blends the knowledge and techniques of environmental design
and social services to develop alternatives for using leisure time, space, energy, and
money to accommodate human needs. Re~E~atio~J~!l_~g19~~ Q!':1J2ubli ~P-aIJsS,
leisure services and open spaces-,-T --------c
hese a~tal- _aspects
of urban forrll and
_ ___________________

~~

-~

ful:tc~I_~~~f? ~~~ic~~__and space~9Le--w~lLgeslg_!:l~d~!:Qe~~~~~~9-t~d ,_
- ~~te!y_~~~r:!!9j!led-andse[\les -tbe- needs QfttleJ!:!ten~~9 _~~~-r§...!Lc-alJjr:np.ro)lejb_~
/EJuali1y_.o_f_~ba~ I~!e and e~vir?nment ~anning c!D~LdesigA-~fQces.s~~i~a
rational basis for community action to improve the quality and quantitY_QL leisure

---r--------_ _ -------__ ,_

_...__--- -

_____

--

opportunjtLe_sj n-----cities.- Demand and supply determine eXisting and potential leisure
copportunities. The provision of leisure opportunities is provided both by the public
and private sectors.

Planning is a continuous and incremental process, which develops the guidelines for
urban development. Recreation planning is a systematic way of anticipating,
causing, preventing or monitoring change related to the provision of public and
private leisure opportunities. Thus~ rec~i0rtal-pla01!l!lg is a continuous process .Qf
chang.e...iD ~~ to~~o_cifiJ YClhies, life-style patterns, tech f!QlQgy and the
---

------

---------

a~~ila~!!!!Y of resq~rce_~_Th~J>l9Q..~Ll}g_PIO-GHS.S~12~~I~ _t ~~~fore b~~~ar:y., __
~j~ille,ptwal_~tic, r~g!is~i~9Dd human~stic. These factors determine good
---
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recreational plans and planning. Planning is a vital component in the provision of
recreational opportunities.

This dissertation is primarily concerned with tackling the issue of appropriateness
and adequacy of recreational facilities and spaces for adolescents in Chatsworth.
This study will answer three vital components: what are the existing recreational
facilities and spaces, and what are the needs and the safety of adolescents in these
recreational facilities and spaces. It will also look at the appropriateness of
recreational planning standards . These are important aspects as we are faced with a
society that is constantly modifying and changing itself. Adolescents of yesteryear
were very different and their needs were different to the adolescents of today. For
example adolescents of yesteryear were very keen to participate in sports, today
there are limited number of adolescents interested in playing sports. Today
adolescents are mesmerized by the technological age of computers. They are
interested in cyber space, video games and chat programs. Adolescents of today are
also more aware of their surroundings, needs and rights. Adolescents are the future
and there needs have to be taken into consideration. This dissertation will thus look
at the solutions to some of the challenges that planners face in catering for
contemporary adolescents needs.

1.2 Research Topic and Problem
The topic of this dissertation is "Assessing the adequacy and appropriateness of

recreational spaces and facilities for adolescents in Chatsworth

My motivation for choosing this topic was due to the lack of adequate and available

recreational facilities and spaces in Chatsworth. A major consequence of the lack of
adequate facilities was the Throb incident, which left thirteen children dead and many
more injured. This incident shook the whole community. This incident allowed me to
tackle the issue of inappropriate and inadequate recreational facilities and spaces for
the adolescents in Chatsworth. This was a major motivation for chOOSing the topic, as
a planner I could possibly even in a small way bring about change to the community.
Thus creating an environment that is safe instead of lowering the morale of the
community and creates a safe haven for adolescents to engage in extra curricula
activities.

This is an interesting topic because there is ample opportunity to give my ideas as
well as look at the international -experience and derive ideas to create recreational
facilities and spaces that are adequate and appropriate for adolescents. Adolescents
are the future and require facilities such as community centers where there is
interaction with people of their own age as well as informed professionals that can
help them by facilitating the provision of such facilities. Recreational spaces and
facilities can also be places where skills are learnt that will help them be confident
and enhance their potential for employment, scholarships, bursaries etc.

Research Problem

Presently, there are not enough adequate recreational facilities and spaces for
adolescents in Chatsworth. This has created a problem as the adolescents have
resorted to options such as nightclubs, which are not adequately equipped, idol
behavior and vandalism. There is a high population of adolescents living in
Chatsworth and during the school holidays and weekends they are left to
unsupervised entertainment, which create a host of problems such as safety. With
the lack of inappropriate and unsafe facilities and spaces it has resulted in
consequences that are fatal, i.e. the Throb incident. Adolescents do not have many
options to choose from in Chatsworth , as there are a limited number of community
centers, internet cafes and shopping malls that do not have adequate facilities to
encourage the positive traits of adolescents.

Thus the research questions: Are recreational facilities and spaces for
adolescents in Chatsworth adequate and appropriate?

Also of relevance are the following sub-questions:
1. What are the existing recreational facilities and spaces in Chatsworth?
1.1 How many are there in Chatsworth?
1.2 What are the recreational facilities and spaces?
2. Are there enough to meet the current needs of adolescents?
2.1 In terms of numbers
2.2 In terms of types
3. Are these recreational spaces and facilities safe for the adolescents?
4. Are the current planning standards appropriate?

Hypothesis
The recreational demands of adolescents are not being properly met, as existing
recreational facilities and spaces in Chatsworth are not adequate and appropriate.

1.3. Aim
The aim of this dissertation is the investigation of recreational spaces and facilities
that will enable me to provide recommendations based on the needs and interests of
adolescents. Provide adolescents with opportunities where their leisure time is
effectively and efficiently being utilized. Adolescents are an important part of society
and their needs and demands need to me met. Many of the issues that are currently
facing adolescents is child abuse, sexual abuse, drugs and is often given precedence
and the issue of adequate and appropriate recreational facilities and spaces is seen
as secondary. While the other issues are very important it must be stated that most
of adolescents spend their free time not at home but outside their home and school
environment and therefore there is a need for the recreational facilities and spaces to
be adequately housed to meet these requirements. At the end of my dissertation I
hope to recommend criteria that can be used to assess future recreational needs.
The most notable being the billion-dollar community center that is former President
Nelson Mandela had announced during the tragic incident of Throb. It is to be
situated in Mobeni. I will analyze this development as a proposal and whether it is
appropriate and ideally located for the adolescents.

1.4.

Adequacy and Appropriateness of Recreational Facilities

Adequacy and appropriateness are two vital components of recreational facilities and
spaces. Adequacy is defined as having sufficient facilities and having the qualities
required fulfilling the requirements of the person participating in recreation.
Appropriateness is defined as something that is suitable and fitting.

There are various factors that one has to consider when defining recreational
facilities and spaces that are adequate for adolescents~etY~~J!D-llo~nt a~e_ect
\ . as _~~~

adQL~~ce~ts ar~!he fu!~r~Jl( tb~J?_~ntry9QQ ~~--,IJ~_ed_UUHQt~~~f!1. It is

also important that there are a number of the same and different recreational~ facilities
to cater for the needs of adolescents. In Chatsworth for example there is only one
major shopping mall. Also there is a need to focus on the standards that planners are

adopting to meet the needs of adolescents. Carrying capacity is another aspect of
recreational facilities and spaces. If facilities exceed the carrying capacity it can have
dire consequences. This has been seen in the Throb incident where underage
adolescents were crammed into a Chatsworth nightclub.

A~l?!3~~facl!!!~~~ and~~~~at are @ting and s~
Recreational facilities and sp~eedJ9 meet the needs of ad.Qlescents.
r - _~

________

--------------

_ Recreallonalfacilities _~~p~~:~~lanned~o take into_consi~~~a~_ the
currennrend&AdOfescents
are constantly changing and modifying their choices,
-.---~.

fashions and following the current trends which planners need to be aware of.
Recreational facilities and spaces have to be well located and the distances between
the various recreational facilities and spaces need to be close to each other. Thus
} SGI)t-JC'I\'f')C

accessibility is a key factor because adolescents do not have private motor vehicles

~

---~.---,-~-----,,:.------.............-

and cannot travel long distances. There needs to be a good network system of public
transport. Transport routes have to be easily and clearly defined. Affordability is also

r-------~

------

a. key aspect as adolescents have limited finances to participate in recreational

~---------------

/ facilities. Recreational facilities and spaces need to be designed to accommodate the
limited budget that adolescents have. S)mmY-E!0viding public parks is not enough.
I

- -________ •.. ______________ - - - - - -_______ _

1.5. Research Methodology
1.5.1. Case Study Area
Chatsworth was originally named after a country farm in England. It was farming
land, which stretched from the Umlaas River in the south to the existing main railway
line in the north. Chatsworth became filled with Indians from Merebank ,
Queensburgh, Isipingo and Clairwood. There were no schools in Chatsworth; the
Welbedacht School was the first to come into existence in Chatsworth area in the late
1920's. By 1960 there were only four schools and by 1970 there were almost sixty
schools serving a population of 300000. The Indian community in Chatsworth was
deprived of any recreational and normal facilities for settled people.

However, today this community has mobilized their own resources and soon temples,
churches, mosques, community centers and businesses evolved all over Chatsworth.
The Chatsworth Centre has become the most prominent, which is where the
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adolescents of Chatsworth spend their leisure time. Chatsworth now has a population
of over 400000 people.

This area is made up of 14 wards with the town centre being surrounded by the
wards of Arena Park, Montford and Croftdene. The Higginson Highway runs through
Chatsworth and joins the N2. This is a fairly large community.

Refer to figure 1 on the next page. Figure 1 is the location map of Chatsworth in the
Greater Durban Area.

1.5.2 Methodology
The aim of this research project was to determine whether recreational facilities and
spaces for adolescents in Chatsworth are adequate and appropriate. I have adopted
a qualitative approach in my research project. This unstructured and flexible
approach allows for a broader exploration of views and behavior patterns. My
research project was based on interviews, questionnaires and focus groups. These
have been very effective in answering the research question that has been posed.

Interviews
I have chosen to include interviews due to the openness of this technique. The
interviews were in-depth and contained a broad range of questions that was relevant
to my topic. These structured interviews allowed me to extract qualitative information,
which was elicited from the interviews. Interviews were conducted from an array of
disciplines, and included the following professionals and practioners: (Refer to
annexure A)
1. A social worker from the Social Welfare Department
2. A journalist from the local newspaper, "Rising Sun"
3. A educator from the local school
4. A pastor from the local church
5. A priest from the local temple
6. A police officer from the SAPS
7. The owner of the internet cate
8. A planner from the EThekwini Metro

7

Figure 1: Location of Chatsworth in the Greater Durban Area

SCALE:·1: 100 000

KEY:

, Case Study Area: Woodhurst

9. An urban designer from EThekwini Metro
10. An employer from Parks and Recreation Department EThekwini

I believe that these professionals who are experts in their respective fields can
provide me with relevant information to the answers I required for my dissertation.
For example the police officer helped me to answer questions on the crime
awareness programs in Chatsworth as well as issues on safety for the adolescents.
These interviews were done on a one to one basis and have been recorded. They
lasted approximately 15 minutes, as these people are very busy. However, some of
the professionals were willing to provide me with more information and exceeded the
allocated time limit. These professionals provided me with answers to questions such
as:
1. Are the recreational facilities and spaces safe?
2. Are the needs of adolescents currently being met?
However some professionals were better equipped to answer the questions than
others especially the social worker and educator as they engage with the
adolescents on a regular basis.

Questionnaires

The questionnaire was catried out in a random way in the area of Woodhurst, as it is
my sample site. (Refer to annexure B) The age group that I focused on was between
the ages of 13-19yrs. The aim is to determine what adolescents want i.e. their needs.
It also aims to determine what they deem appropriate and adequate and how safe
they feel in these recreational facilities that are currently available to them. There
were 50 questionnaires that were handed out. I have tried to split the 50
questionnaires equally between male and female respondents, as this would have
given me a fair assessment of the views along gender lines. However, this was one
of the limitations that were encountered. It was not possible to achieve this. It was
also not possible to have equal numbers for the various age groups. I hoped that
there would be an equal proportion of male and female respondents as girls and
boys may not share the same tastes or interests. The questionnaires were handed
out after 3pm, as this was when adolescents had finished school. The weekends
were not possible as they were usually out of their homes. The questionnaire had
open-ended and closed-ended question. The reasoning behind this was adolescents
o

do not want to spend long periods of time answering questions or thinking about
answers. The questions were designed so that it was simple and easy to understand.
The questions were not phrased in a complex way.

Focus Groups

The focus group was the third method that had been adopted. (Refer to annexure C).
There were three groups that had been chosen namely:
1. A school group
2. A church youth group
3. A temple group- A Divine Life Group
The school group was used, as it was a general consensus whereas the other two
groups were part of religious organizations. I choose two religious groups to give me
a varied response and allowed me greater scope of understanding adolescents from
two different backgrounds.

The reason the focus group was used was due to its more open nature of discussion.
These focused groups had a time limit of a minimum of half-hour and a maximum of
one hour. While the questionnaire provided me with one-word answers, the focus
group provided me with a greater flow of emotions as well as greater flexibility and
freedom. There was approximately five in each group with ages ranging from 1319yrs. However, this was not possible in the school focus group as the matriculates
were writing trial exams. The ages in this focus group were between 13-16yrs. This
however did provide me with a varied response. I was able to elicit the vital
information that was required. These sessions were recorded however it was found
that the adolescents were intimidated by the presence of a tape recorder. It had to
therefore be switched off to create a safe environment.

Secondary Sources

The secondary sources are the literature review that provides the basis for the
conceptual framework. These consist of various books focusing on the aspects of
recreation, adolescents and safety. The literature review has also provided me with
the information to determine what type of questions should be posed in the
dissertation. There are graphic depictions of the various recreational facilities that will
give the reader a clear indication of what the writer is trying to explain. This
1()

dissertation will contain and maps to enhance important points. The town-planning
scheme for the area of Chatsworth was examined in order to determine where the
existing recreational facilities were located. Photographs and diagrams assisted in
the spatial analysis of recreational spaces and facilities.

1.5.3. How it answered the sub-questions
The first questions answer the adequacy of recreational facilities and spaces by
answering how many there are and what they are. It has been answered through
observation and through cross-referencing with maps. The second questions focuses
on the demand of the adolescents in terms of adequacy and appropriateness. This
was done through the interviews, focus groups and questionnaires. The third focus
on the safety aspect, if these are not appropriate what are the implications. This will
be done through observation and interviews. The fourth question focus on the
actually adequacy with dealing with the needs of the adolescents. This was done
through observation, with focus groups and interviews.

1.6.

Limitations to the study

There have been many obstacles when conducting this research project. The
information required from the councilors has been very difficult to attain . It was
difficult deciding which councilor to interview, as there were many councilors for the
different wards in Chatsworth. Trying to get exact figures for the number of
recreational facilities and spaces was also quite challenging. There were many
adolescents that felt intimidated by the thought of answering a questionnaire.

1.7. Outline of the Study
The first chapter focuses on the basis of the dissertation, as it provides the reader
with the topic, research question and what the hypothesis are. It also explains how
this dissertation was carried out and what were the limitations were, if any that has
occurred. It provides an understanding of the study area and the need for such a
research project to be carried out.

The second chapter focuses on the key concepts that are relevant to the topic. It
contains the main theories and debates, ideas and arguments that are relevant to the
topic. It also contains the key bodies of literature both international and national. It
1 1

also contains case studies that are pertaining to the topic. It also contains some
information on policy of recreation and sport in South Africa that is the role of
national, provincial and local government.

The third chapter focuses on what I has been found and has all the relevant
information that I require, including maps, town planning schemes, and data from the
various sources. This has been presented in tabular form. The sources were
professionals who I have interviewed, adolescents that answered the questionnaire
and the three focus groups. It also includes some secondary sources such as maps,
newspaper articles.

This fourth chapter analyses the data that was received through the questionnaires,
interviews and focus groups. It will be cross-referenced against the findings,
conceptual framework and answers the questions posed in chapter 1. There are
newspaper articles that focus on the recreational facilities and spaces in Chatsworth
and current problems that exist in recreational spaces and solutions that could be
applied. It also contains photographs and maps to further enhance the issues that
arise from the findings. This chapter sets out the criteria that are used to assess
adequate and appropriate recreational facilities and spaces for adolescents in
Chatsworth.

This final contains the final comments and recommendations. The reason that I have
added recommendations is to assess the current and future recreational facilities and
spaces for adolescents in Chatsworth. With the use of this recommendations I hope
that the experts in their respective fields will follow and will at least try to make
recreational facilities and spaces a place of joy rather than disaster, which was
experienced at the Throb nightclub in Chatsworth. Criteria provide an analysis of
recreational facilities. There is one project that is proposed for the Chatsworth area,
that is a Nelson Mandela project, which will have a multimillion-rand youth centre that
is to be established in Mobeni Heights, Chatsworth. This project is to cater for a
variety of sporting and recreational activities and will include a library and video
collection. This project will be analyzed as well as the policy and suggestions
provided by the respondents.

1")

Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework
2.1. Introduction
This chapter focuses on the secondary information that was required to derive an
understanding of the research topic. The focus is on recreation as it is the basis for
the research and the main participants, which are adolescents. Adolescents also are
key components of this research project. There are many concepts that had to be
understood to determine what adequate and appropriate recreational spaces and
facilities are for adolescents. These were sense of place, safety, defensible spaces,
needs of adolescents, planning standards and norms.

2.2. Recreation as an activity and its characteristics
2.2.1 Recreation
.i ,'l\

There have been many definitions, however each varies. Recreation is a difficult

~~ Qv-..~

r'

realm of human experience to define. I!Y9rie~1!Q[]]jnQlYl9!!QU9~lot and 1Jc1~<LJ
at different levels in human affairs, but also varies in form, content, nature and
relationship as a social phenomenon through time, spaces and culture. Some
theorists have defined recreation as:

'~ny

x.:~-'-:J.~:J

~

leisure time activity, which is pursued for its own sake, or what happens to a

person as a result of recreational experience. It can utilise an outdoor public or
private space." [Gold, 1980:29]

"Recreation covers, broadly, any pursuits taken up during leisure time other than
those to which people are normally highly committed." [Lawson-Bovy, 1977: 1]

"Recreation is viewed here as an activity or pursuit, which is voluntarily chosen by the
participant within his/her leisure time, with the primary motivation of achieving
personal pleasure and with a minimum of other hoped-for goals or compulsions
surrounding it." [Kraus, 1964:3]

"Recreation is an activity which is not consciously performed for the sake of any
reward beyond itself, to which we give ourselves in our leisure time, which offers man
an opportunity for his mastery, or in which man engages because of inner desire and
not because of outer compulsions. In short, recreation may be considered as any
13

form of leisure-time experience or activity in which the individual engages from
choice because of the enjoyment and satisfaction which it brings directly to him. "
[Anderson, 1961: 42-43]

These theorists have one phrase that is common to their definitions that is 'it's a
leisure activity.' It is an ~,eivity that derives personall!leasure. It is important to
understand that it is a ~~I~ry decision. Recreation is essentially an experience
where one derives some form of satisfaction while engaging in these activities.

Recreation is what happens to people as a direct result of activities or experiences.
Recreation occurs through time but not at a particular point in time or space.
Recreation is seen as an emotional condition independent of activity, leisure or social
acceptance. Recreation provides

peop~a

stronger ~geL achievement or

---

s_atisfa9JjonanQ~!.l occu~iff~!.en!~_a~!!E!~_~. For the recreational

experience to be effective it has to go beyond traditional public spaces and
programs. This can include where the individual experiences freedom, diversity, selfexpression, challenge or enrichment. (Gold: 1980)

There are various choices when deciding on the leisure activity to be carried out.
There are things such as community obligation, trying to save money, considering
the family and those involved in the physical recreation. There are a number of
challenges in determining the type of recreation activity to participate. When the
adolescents are considering what type of activity they will participate in, it is usually
based on their pocket money, peers and sometimes their own personal choice.
(Krause: 1964)

'3e.:creation _c;;lU~~_people t2-l!~e l~sure activi!y to advance themselves in a practical
'--.

.

J!Vay. _ Peopl~JlaveJQ_ ~~and not merely look on while others participate.

---~.

,P~E!!~ip?!!.Q~L~~~!ial comp-onent of re-Erea~. Example, sitting in a stadium
watching sports is not enough; rocking chair sitting before the radio and television is
not enough. Participating in these activities as on-lookers is not enough. (Anderson:
1961 )

14

Recreation is a movement that tries to get people to be more involved in
activities and finding all sorts of facilities. The professionals involved in

11

now regard it as one of the service sciences. It is a service both in the pi
public sector, Rec[eation was earLLer developacLto_pLa\lentiuvenile dEllinq:O~Ok.)C:ano
keep children off the streets . Recreation today serves all sorts of people in all sorts of
-~

activities. (Anderson: 1961)

Recreation has a broad range of characteristics. Some have already been
mentioned. These characteristics are:
.:. Each person varies in their view of recreation, it may not occur in a given time
and place;
.:. Recreation may not have a value in pursuit or it may be purposeful;
.:. Recreation may occur on a casual basis or it may be deeply satisfying
throughout a lifetime;
.:. Recreation may occur passively or actively on a variety of levels;
.:. Recreation may occur on an individual basis or may include large groups of
people;
.:. Recreation may occur socially thus ~erving the personal and social needs or it
may create degrading, time wasting or even anti-social forms of activity
~

~------. -

~creational activities can:-~-~;~~~ed~~broad categories namely:

~

.:. Those occurring in an around the home e.g. watching television, listening to
\'.

radio, doing hobbies and gardening

.:.
"\
II .:.
.:.
.:.

Activities with a high social content e.g. entertaining, eating out
Cultural and artistic following e.g. theatres, concerts, art exhibitions
Active participation in sports e.g. swimming, golf, tennis
Informal outdoor activities e.g. picnicking, sightseeing

__ ~

------.~-----------------------.---------..-~-------~-------

Recreation is an activity, a service movement to promote activities but it is also an
organization and administration. In terms of organization it refers to the public
facilities such as playgrounds, playfields, swimming pools etc. These facilities will
have trained staff, instructors and leaders. These facilities can be provided also by
the private sector such as churches, industries and welfare organizations. In
recreation movement organized, administered and institutional recreation is all vital
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components of modern life. It supplements and represents a community conscience
in setting standards for commercial entertainment. Institutional recreation is the
principal influence in defining leisure and the way it should be used. (Anderson:
1961 )

Thus we can define recreation as creating a feeling of self-satisfaction. It grows from
the esthetic experience. It is essentially setting a goal and achieving it. Recreation
has been thought to have little to do with leisure as it can occur at any time.

-----

However, this has changed. Recreation as has been noted that it varies in people's
choice. The various age groups differ in their choice of activity. While children
.

~e ages 1-10 years enjoy the playgr~~ nd tho: : between the ages 13~~.

years enjoy cinemas, nightclubs etc. Adolescents view recreation in a different way
--<_.

--'--'

.

---_._---

...,,\

as compared to adults or kiriaergarden children.

ro

2.2.2
~~ges~he ~Vit~f!~c~at~
The -fbcus of participants in recreation f6r this

~{-~

resear~ project is adolescents.

Recreation forms an important aspect of the adolescent's life. Much of the
adolescents spend their time in school and out of school. The school does provide
some form of recreational activities such as programs involving sport but it is not
sufficiently equipped to deal with the adolescents needs which leaves them on their
own . These adolescents are not equipped with making the decisions as to what
recreational facilities and spaces are appropriate and adequate for them. It is thus
vital that there is enough information that is available to adolescents to determine
what is appropriate and adequate for them.

2.2.2.1 Acrn-Ies-c-ents

~~~ v~f~"--'-"-;;(

-\

~~i-

It is important to define what is actually meant by adoles-cents. It is a period between
childhood and adulthood. Adolescents are also a stage in the individual's life when
his/her attachment to the family is at its lowest point. This period of when the
childhood and full adulthood is separated is called adolescence. This period in one's
life can also be defined as a youth, teenager or young person. It is during this period
that the adolescent drifts away, both physically and emotionally. The individual's

~ment with ttlaJamily is v~weak.. In some cultures this period may not exist,
as some individuals may not go through this period rather move straight into
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adulthood. The age group that my research will focus on will be speciH
years. (Doren et al: 1974)
Cyril Smith has suggested three perspectives on recreation for adole&o",.~.-._ _
.:. as a period of socialization during which the knowledge and attitudes
appropriate to certain roles are internalized;
.:. as a period of various transitions in status and role;

--

.:. as }'outh culture having an autonomous influence which ma~
adult values." (Doren et al ,1974: 27-28)

~

L

~ ~ c-v~ I~~ 4 r" ~ ~ -c~~,\J~

-IT'€.-

v--~ ~{.~

The period of s~alization during which knowledge and attitudes appropriate to

~;;tain r~e;are internalized have two main agencies i.e. the family and other
institutions e.g. school and voluntary organizations. The leisure activities that occur
with a young persons family is based on various factors such as being in and out of
full-time education or living with or apart from parents. However, adolescents have
limitations to their leisure activities. Parents allow teenagers to choose their own
friends but their pocket.money determines what type of services they will consume.
(Doren et al: 1974)

In deciding how to utilize their spare tim ~_YQ!!!!fLl? ~_~I::>!§l-ELEL[Dfl.u.erJ_ce_d_stronglY-bY_
theirJ~~er~t~ ~!.Jh9_!l1tl.~tQQj nJ2ns of their Q9Ie1l1s . Even when participating in

activities inside the home, such as watching television their choice is determined by
individual choice rather than other family members. By twelve years old adolescents
are more responsive to their peers. It is the standards set by their age groups on how
to dress, what to do on weekends and what sort of music to listen to that they follow.
The peer group is not the only source of leisure values but a focal point in the
adolescent's leisure activities. Adolescents spend majority of their time outside the
home. (Roberts: 1970)

Adolescents spend most of their time outside the home and have become the most
important customers of many industries that market amusement and recreational
services ..Ci~~~@~~~ rs depend on this age group for their
custom ·Lhe commerflal entertainmer:!il§ ve ry_pDpuJa.c a.r:nnngst adolescents and has
o./C}
-

s,"Aa
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increased the purchasing power of teenagers since the nineteen-thirties. (Roberts:
1970)
The transitional perspective on adolescent's focuses on small shifts in status and
role, which help to explain juvenile behavior that appears uncertain and the
adolescent, is unsure as to how to behave. There is often a progression from primary
to secondary and then to university, which allows for different resources and greater
freedom of movement. This perspective focuses on the actual changes in the pattern
of life and leisure. (Doren et al: 1974)
s~t-c....

/

The third persp,ective is based oU_y-outh culture. This is where adolescents gather
Jv.;.IG

-&'-

~ ~

.

together without their adults to ~~y'eloQ their own styl e of lifEL The boys that are part
of the working class communities have produced the 'corner boy' culture. This
phenomenon is now occurring in all classes in both boys and girls. With the media it
has allowed for interaction of symbolic unity without physical association. This is
actually-..9 period, when ther~j2~!g~amil yJD~,{91y..:elD-=-~QL Their peers rather than
parents often influence the adolescents . The adolescents are often keen to develop
their own experience of leisure, one that is colorful and varied. (Doren et al: 1974)

)L ~vl~ . ~Jn

kf't?>C

~ &~lv~cJl ~~~,~l t9Z .A.-o-t c~vOv-4t,ve

Adolescents spend large amounts of money upon achieving their leisure tastes and
interests. Manufactures of clothing, music and other leisure commodities aim their
goods at the target group of teenagers. This results in adolescents being able to
develop their youth culture of taste and fashion . Adolescents have become
trendsetters in fashion and tastes that are adopted by the older generations.
Adolescents have financial resources , which allows them to broaden their range of
interests and pastimes compared to those of the older generations. Adolescents
often indulge in activities such as parties, dancing theatres, records and socializing.
Adolescents want to develop new tastes and they are willing to experiment.
l \dotesceRts-cau Qoibe eXR.ec~d to share th -.S.aIlliLpastimes a §....oldef-@€}.Il~
J2~G..9.JL~JLitQftenJack-s-afJPeal-;- (Roberts: 1970)

Today adolescents are often left to be on their own as both parents are working more
than they done in the past are resulting in far less supervision of the adolescents. As
there is not much family interaction as there used to be most adolescents have more
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time and this results in idle behavior, which results i~ adolescent cri~
. behaviQL~

2.2.2.2 Adolescent Crime

JJ~ XLC--lW-\.J~ (Qk'/"l<-rte.Q--t-~6l~S -P~Io~

Adolescent crime LAsuqlly involves most young people to be involved in some sort of
~ F <t~ fUv5W~ A-V ~
. .
>~~'t
behavior that is not legally sanctioned e.g. underage drinking, bUYing Olgarettes or
~
.
-.exp-.erime~ng with "soft drugs." Many of the adolescents get into trouble with the

-'--

police however a minority of these adolescents will acquire a record at some point.
Many adolescents are involved in crime, it also clear that there are different patterns
of involvement.

There are those who do not get caught, those with transient contact with the police
and those who offend on a regular basis. Theft is a common criminal offence that is
characteristic of juvenile behavior. There is an imbalance between young women and
men. Young women have a lower statistical level of criminal offences. Violence,
burglary and drug offending have a higher incidence level among young men than
between young women. The ratios tend to differ among the various types of crime
with young women accounting less of serious crimes. (Rutter-Giller-Hagel: 1998)

Age trends tend to vary internationally and by year to year but the average age are
usually between 17-18 years. However, the start of the criminal activity is usually
between the ages of 14-15yrs. There has been evidence that show that there are
differences between the sexes.

This is linked to a sense of place where there is common bond between specific
places. As seen with the corner boy culture that they associated themselves with the
.§treet cor!JQ[" This was due to their idleness, which was lacking some sort of
structure for them to be part of.

2.3. Recreational Spaces
It is important that we understand the need of recreational spaces and facilities. It is
based on the demand and supply model, which determines the how recreational
spaces and facilities are supplied for. Demand and supply is key to participation and
determining whether spaces and facilities are adequate and appropriate. Also it is
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important that there is a clear understanding of the various approaches that
determine recreation. Each one contributes to adequate and appropriate recreational
spaces and facilities.

2.3.1. The Demand and Supply Model of Recreation in the provision of
recreational spaces

This is a vital aspect of my dissertation as it the basis of my study. It is here that the
demand and supply model for recreation will be used. This is a vital component to
determining what the adolescent's demands are and how they are supplied. This is a
vital aspect as this dissertation focuses on adequacy and appropriateness of
recreational facilities for adolescents in Chatsworth. This is the most difficult to
determine especially for youngsters as their attention shifts frequently.

Recreation has in recent times been seen as a human need. Harvey and Smith state
that recreation is a basic need and criteria for social well being respectively. The
theory on recreation is however lacking. Recreational needs are seen as a hierarchy.
Farina notes that the end goal of recreation is self-actualization. Bradshaw classifies
human needs as normative felt, expressed and comparative. This is more useful and
realistic. Recreation is an important aspect of human activity and social and physical
experience.

~
~ ~~
M"'A< VL~~~ ~~---c'-b~ ~<pw-t~ T ~~ (_~
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~/ V"--+~lA(/~~ {.(?<Q..JvC
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There are two aspects that have to be considered when looking at this model that is:
.:. The sociological phenomenon of leisure, how is the time spent engaging in
leisure;
.:. The physical resources required for participating in recreational activity
The demand is based on how he/she decides to use their leisure time. The supply
side is based on who supplies the recreation, is it public or private. (Appleton: 1974)

There are three types of demand, which condition the use, design, and the
management of recreation. One needs to consider existing and future dimensions
when deSigning and preparing recreation facilities.
1. Latent demand- this is discovering the true demand. It is thus inherent in the
population but not reflected in the use of existing facilities. Participation occurs
if there are adequate facilities, access and information. This translates into a
20

hierarchy of human needs. (Refer to figure 2.) Latent demand forms the
argument that~ pply~reates demand. This forms the argument that-~
will utilize facilities if p-rovided for. The planner has to provide a diverse set of

~

---------------

(

opportunities with the expectation of use.

2. Induced demand- this is created by the market and modern technology.
Induced demand exploits latent demand an<:L§H~J~~ople ~ change their

__

Jecreation
patterns .J~laonjng and ._---_.,-".manage l1J ~nU:;_arL~!§.o ctlgng_EL!:~~re ~ n
--------,_._-------..
--_._-_._-~.

~~._2at!gnls.

These methods should be applied in estimating demand. The

private sector also uses this method to induce demand. (Refer to figure 3.)

----

3. Expressed demand- this is the consumption and participation in terms of

-_.

existing recreation opportunities. This focuses on what people do instead of

-----

"--------------

what they like to do or can do. Expressed demand only indicates participation

~.----

for opportunity and omits price, supply, access, and skill and user satisfaction
with the recreation experience. (Gold: 1980)

In recreational demand patterns the following factors need to be considered in
assessing:
1. Seasonal distribution of use- one needs to understand the patterns of use and
non-use to establish the design load and physical or human carrying capacity
of a site or system. Recreation demand can be seen as a frequency with
velocity, volume, intensity and impact on the landscape.
2. Leisure Periods/Time Budgets- time budgets is the basis of the behavioral
approach. Choice is important in leisure time. The amount of leisure time
varies with the individual and age. Time budgets also consider when the

7,r.QO-,1L
(~

j

person is free to participate in the leisure activity.

3. Geographic, which focuses on acce.ss and se~ice area~ for a ~articular site or ~ ~)~
system. A common approach used

IS

to establish a service radius for each site

in terms of time, distance or origin and destination.
4. Participation- this is the most difficult to determine of recreation demand is
determining a credible level of participation per activity for general and special
populations. Assessing participation levels and rates is a continuous process
because of the rapidly changing nature of many neighborhoods and life styles.
(Gold: 1980)
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Figure 2: Hierarchy of Human Needs
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On the supply side there is less to consider, as one has to consider the function of
facilities available, the quality and capacity for the various activities and the periods
of opening. If the facility is an indoor space there should be adequate seating
available. However, trying to assess a sports hall, which provides a range of
activities, is far more difficult to assess. In terms of swimming pools and open spaces
their need to be a limit that is stipulated so as to avoid overcrowding. By providing a
balance between supply and demand in terms of man hours and weighting the
constraints based upon demand one can determine an approach that deals with the
issue of leisure planning effectively.

The supply of resources for recreation is varied . Recreation resources are not merely
an inventory of identifiable physical elements but rather as dynamic elements, which
are defined culturally by the nature of activities . The physical environment dictates
the absolute level of supply.

Total potential supply refers to the potential and actual. Recreational activities place
a variety of physical demands on the environment. These demands are static as
consumption levels change but the characteristics of activities are stable. Potential
resources at any given time will vary with the characteristics of the activities.
Potential supply allows the planner to compare the present and the potential use of
resources. (Coppock-Duffield: 1975)

Available supply relationship with potential supply is similar to that of participation to
demand. Available' supply is part of the potential supply that is available for recreation
under a given set of constraints. The available supply of resources will change over
time with increased knowledge, improved technology and changing individual wants
and social objectives. The available resources will reflect at any given time the
contemporary relationships of these dynamic elements. (Coppock-Duffield: 1975)

There are constraints on supply on the use of resources. These factors can have
hoth regional and local significance. Also cultural and economic factors also influence
the use of resources. Resources have a dual function, while they serve recreationists
they can also be used in agriculture, forestry or water supply. Thus there is a
competitive relationship that emerges. (Coppock-Duffield : 1975)

The supply and demand model has had several fundamental characteristics that are
similar to economic evaluation. It is quite evident that a close relationship exists
between both demand and supply. The relationship does vary in terms of scale of the
area. This relationship is an important one.

2.3.2. Overview of approaches to the provision of recreational space
Recreational planning can be approached in many ways. There are the resource,
activity, economic, behavioral and welfare approaches. Approaches can have a
positive and negative impact on the communities' attitude or awareness of
opportunities and their support of the planning process or recreation plan.
Approaches should be appropriate to the physical or social character, values and
planning capability of a community. There are two factors, which determine the best
approach i.e. physical and social factors. (Gold: 1980)
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2.3.2.1. Resource Approach
It is often the physical and natural resources that determine the types and amounts of
recreation opportunities. Supply can limit the demand or use to the carrying capacity.
Expressed demand encourages duplication and is thus more important than latent
demand. The supplier and management values are important components as they
dominate the planning process. (Gold: 1980)

Natural factors are dominating factors. It is often ranked over social factors. The
environment is taken into consideration when acquiring and preserving open spaces
irrespective of people's needs or fiscal resources to pay for the space. The focus is
on the resource not the user. The planning process is based on ecological conditions
rather than advocacy or pluralism. (Gold: 1980)

This approach focuses on the supply rather than the demand. Social and political are
seen as secondary factors. This approach is most effective in the non-urban such as
forest preservation. Lewis and McHarg have been associated with the resource
approach. Their findings show that the natural base needs to support different types
of recreation.

2.3.2.2 Activity Approach
The way people participated in the past provides us with information for opportunities
in the future. Supply creates demand. The public demand for opportunities is based
on participation or attendance. Only expressed demand is measurable, as latent
demand is not considered. In the planning process the user and supplier values are
key factors. (Gold: 1980)

The social is seen as a vital component. The uses of public facilities determine the
creation of more public facilities and programs. The focus is on the user and supplier.
This approach emphasizes expressed demand but is distorted by political factors. As
this approach focuses on the past it has limited capability to respond to future needs.
Much of the focus is on the public sector, organized sports and program leadership
and fails to accommodate alternative means or possibilities.
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This approach is quite effective when applied to homogenous populations. It works
well in small suburbs or special districts with a population of under 50 000. It is quite
ineffective in central city or metropolitan areas, as it cannot accommodate the diverse
population and life-styles.

Butler and Bannon share similar ideas with this approach. They reinforce the activity
standards. They focus on encouraging of the development of national standards and
elaborate ways of classifying existing recreational activities. They acknowledge what
people do in urban public spaces and develop these spaces.

2.3.2.3. Economic Approach
The economic base is vital in determining the amount, type and location investment
and responsibility for provision of land, facilities and programs. They rely on
measurable costs and benefits or the self-supporting nature of activities. There are
often cost implications involved when providing recreational opportunities. Supply
and demand is influenced by price. The user and supplier are in sync in the planning
process . (Gold: 1980)

Economic factors are seen as the key components as compared to social and natural
factors. The focus is on the market demand and pricing opportunities. The focus is
not cost implications such as fees, charges, capital investment and costs and
benefits. Latent and expressed demand is used to rationalize the use of public
resources or private alternatives. Politics and special interest influence the planning
process. Quantity outweighs quality.

This approach is focused on sophisticated statistical techniques for the analysis of
alternatives. It is very useful in large areas with diverse populations. It is effective in
analyzing questions of welfare economics, user charges etc. This approach is quite
helpful in determining cost effectiveness.

Clawson and Knetsch have similar ideas with the economic approach. They apply
economic methods to determining recreational demand and introduced the idea of a
benefit-cost analysis. This approach's main focus is on the cost and benefits as
compared to other approaches.
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2.3.2.4. Behavioral Approach
Human behavior is a vital component as they influence how they will use their leisure
time profitably. Recreation is an experience in which a person participates . The
person chooses which activity he/she will participate as this creates an effect on the
person. In the planning process user preference and satisfaction condition are key
factors. Advocacy and pluralism are important aspects in planning, design and
management process. (Gold: 1980)

This approach is focused with latent and expressed demand. It relates demand to
supply to develop indicators of social need. The needs occur in the leisure setting,
which is combined with the physical environment (space) and behavior (activity).

The behavioral approach is a difficult approach and cannot be easily detected. The
focus is on the merits of citizen participation, user and non-user surveys and the
relationship pf people to space. This approach is a complex and controversial as
compared to the other approaches. This approach requires value judgments, the
development of credible measures and high levels of citizen participation. It is very
effective in analyzing nonuse, latent demand, future trends and special needs. This
approach focuses on the human aspect of leisure services. (Gold: 1980)

2.3.2.5, Welfare Approach
It assumes that human well being is developed through the satisfaction of human
needs, which inevitably leads to a better quality of life or higher state of welfare.
Recreation is seen as chteria for human well being. The critical issues for the welfare
approach is based upon 'who gets what, where and how.' The 'who' is based on the
population, community, group or region in the facet of welfare? The 'what' is focused
on the things and resources that contribute to human well being? The 'where' is
concerned with the things that enhance or impede the human well being e.g. access?
The welfare approach focuses on inequitable resource distribution and looks at trying
to understand the origins and effects of recreation. (Adam-Butler: 1986)

The aim of planning is essentially to create environment that are conducive to human
habitation. It tries to ensure the well being of their citizens. Planners use this
approach as it is planners that determine who gets what, where and how. Planners
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use this approach in determining resource distribution. In South Africa resource
distribution was very skewed due to the apartheid era. In South Africa today there is
a focus on providing resources to the disadvantaged groups or marginalized groups.
This approach is much more applicable in South Africa today then it was previously.

2.3.2. Assessment of the various approaches to the provision of recreational
space
Demand and supply determines what is required and what is supplied. The resource
approach will essentially affect the supply side because if there are no resources how
can you supply the facilities or spaces. The activity approach will determine the
demand as if people are not participating how can you determine the demand for
recreational spaces and facilities . Economic approach affects both demand and
supply. Developers need economic resources to produce such recreational spaces
and facilities and if the recreational facility or space is affordable then there would be
a demand for it. Also this determines how popular a facility or space will be. It is
essentially focusing on the cost and benefits of recreational spaces and facilities.
Behavioral approach is very difficult to determine as one has to consider what the
people rely want. It is never easy assessing one's behavior especially adolescents.
Welfare approach will focus on the supply side as you want to ensure the well being
of the citizens and you provide what is needed.

2.4 Desired outcomes in the creation of recreational spaces
It is important that we understand the concept of spaces. Recreational spaces are
used by a variety of people. However, each differs in their choice, tastes, needs and
experiences. The focus of this dissertation is on adolescents and how they view their
recreational spaces. Spaces therefore have to be provided for with adolescents in
mind. Adolescents often share a sense of place with many spaces as they associate
with certain spaces more than others. Example nightclubs are a space where they
meet people of their own age and tastes. They understand each other and
communicate with each other through music. However, some spaces can have a
positive effect while others may be negative. Those spaces that are negative can
make people more cautious of their environments as it could be unsafe. Space plays
a very important part in adolescent's lives and this needs to be understood.
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2.4.1 Creating a sense of place
"This refers to a particular experience of a person in a particular setting, (feeling
stimulated, excited, joyous, expansive)." (Steel, 1981 :11). A sense of place is a
pattern of reaction that is a setting stimulant for a person. The reaction is the product,
which comprises of two aspects the features of the setting and the aspects the
person brings to it. Figure 4 describes this:

Figure 4: Setting of and aspects of a sense of place
Surroundings
(physical setting)

~
~

Context

Setting

~

+

Person ".__~...,. Sense of Place

(psychological factors)

(social setting)

Source: Steel, 1981 :12

A sense of place is regarded as an interactional concept. Thus a person is seen to
come into contact with a setting thereby producing a reaction. It may be feelings,
perceptions, behaviors and outcomes associated with that person being in that
location. Sense of place is not only about a person's conscious experience but also
about unnoticed influence e.g. avoiding doing things in a particular place. (Steel:
1981 )

Some of the main types of place experiences are:
.:. What does the person feel and thinks when they immediately go to a place;
.:. Perceptions of the world;
.:. Their connection with the experience;
.:. The knowledge with the closeness of one 'spot';
.:. Memories and fantasies ;
.:. Identification and newness;
.:. Personal recognition with a person's spot;
.:. Accomplishment and blockage;
.:. Having a sense of fulfillment, fun and displeasure. (Steel, 1981: 12-18)
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The experience is vital however their needs to be an understanding of people and
place to provide a clear understanding of what is sense of place are. The setting is
important but the settings and people mix in various ways with different results.
Example a teenager may derive pleasure from a nightclub but another could have an
argument in the same place. Both are a real sense of place but neither true than the
other. (Steel: 1981)

In the case study "Recreation visitation and cultural development," it acknowledges
that place is often an abused term used today. It thrives on fabric as much as
memory. Sometimes activities provide a national image and a local distinctiveness.
Cities however, fail to satisfy the different needs of residents and visitors. Culturespecific traits and behavior patterns may overcome or exacerbate differences in
perceived uses for facilities, even if at some cost, large cities do not accommodate
competing access to services. Information technology has impacted on the
conventional location criteria. (Domicelj: 1992)

These concepts are linked to my topic because it is vital that we understand what
recreation is, as it provides the broad framework for me to answer my research
question. Adolescents are an important focus as it narrows down the topic of
recreation to a specific age group. Often recreation is seen as either family or
individual activity. Adolescence is a difficult time in one's lives and trying to fit in
society does create problems. It is during this time that they are left idle, which
create a host of problems such as adolescent crime. The concept of a sense of place
is linked to this because they are able to associate themselves with a particular
place. These are vital concepts to my dissertation.

2.4.2 Creating Defensible Spaces

Defensible spaces are defined as ["a surrogate term for the range and mechanismsreal and symbolic barriers, strongly defined areas of influence, and improved
opportunities for surveillance - that combine to bring to an environment under the
control of its resident. '] (Pinto, 2000: 18)

Defensible spaces are seen as a mechanism to empower people to control their
immediate environment and eliminate and reduce opportunity for crimes by modifying
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the structure and arrangement of buildings, There are four vital components of
defensible spaces, which act individually or combines to contribute to the creation of
a safe environment. These are:
.:. T erritory- the capacity of the physical environment to create perceived zones
of territorial influence
.:. Surveillance- the capacity of the physical design to enable residents to
casually or continually survey a public area
.:. Image-the relationship s between the building form and design influences
perceptions and stigma that may be attached to a building or group of
buildings
.:. Milieu or environment- the effect of locating a residential area adjacent to safe
and unsafe areas (Pinto: 2000)

The literature on defensible spaces also focuses on what the personal preferences of
people are and where people feel safe in their environment especially young women.
Women take two precautions to protect themselves either through isolation and
avoidance or street savvy. Young women often use the isolation and avoidance
tactics. Many young women do not go to the movies alone after dark. However,
precautionary measures do not necessarily ensure safety. (Altman-Zube: 1989)

Safety is seen as vital as many of the adolescents need to be protected from crime
therefore safety is a key issue for this dissertation. To understand crime and where
crime is committed it will result in prevention. Places can be managed through
effective designing so as to make the user more responsible and therefore exercise
control over them. Adolescent crime such as vandalism, drugs and alcohol in
recreational spaces and facilities will also be discussed in this dissertation.

2.5. Traditional approaches to recreational space provision and design
2.5.1. Planning Standards and Norms
It is vital that we look at recreation planning standards and norms. Standards have
been used to constitute broad guidelines and will need to be varied to take into
account local conditions. Standards have disparaged in recent times but standards
still offer a common approach to comparative need assessment for many public
services. Standards have however evolved without what actually existed. This was
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due to the lack of adequate information of what actually existed in urban areas.
(Seeley: 1973)
Standards are used as a means to assess the attainment of objectives. Standards
are avaluable measuring tool as it measures effectiveness of leisure services for
similar places or populations. Principal uses of standards are:
.:. Systems planning- a preparation of a comprehensive park and recreation plan
and integrating of public or private land uses at the community scale .
•:. Facility/Site planning- determining what types of facilities is desirable or
possible on a given site .
•:. Rationalization- the priority given to people or political units for acquiring and
developing parks and recreational facilities .
•:. Measurement- using qualitative or quantitative indicator to analyze the
performance or effectiveness of a reaction site or park.

There are criteria for designing standards. For standards to be effective they should
satisfy the following criteria:
.:. People orientation- it should reflect the needs of the people .
•:. Feasibility- should be reachable within the planning period and the projected
or existing funds .
•:. Practicality- should be easily applicable, revisable or projectable. Should be
based on the best planning principles and best information .
•:. Relevance- should be relative to people at that specific time as cities; lifestyles
and economies are constantly changing.

The local and provincial governments are usually responsible for determining space
and user threshold for recreational facilities . Standards are however, assessed
considering their optimal spatial requirements and are seen in isolation. With more
optimal facilities it reduces residential land. Space standards become more complex
and inflexible with higher densities. When space standards are in isolation they
cannot share and make use of facilities in a multi-functional way. Standards should
avoid over-provision and underutilization. Recreational standards are vital in this
aspect. (Watson-Behrens: 1996)
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Standards are important but they do not take into account that sometimes not all
areas require for that specific standard. Space standards should be flexible. One
should understand that the quantity is not equal to quality and community needs vary
from place to place. Standards should not be rigid and should allow for flexibility.
There should be alternatives to dealing with the current planning standards and
norms.

Thus if standards are to be used properly it should focus on three essential
components:
1. The amount of land and facilities required serving general and special
populations.
2. The number of people a recreation area or facility can be designed to serve
3. The adequacy of an area or facility to accommodate potential users in a
service area. (Gold: 1980)

2.5.2. Critique of current planning standards
The major critique of the current layout planning documents is that it lacks guiding
vision of appropriate urban form. Previously there was a strong focus on suburban
settlements but over the recent decades it has become evident that suburbia is
neither financially attainable nor enVironmentally sustainable. The suburban vision
has disappeared.

Urban form and the quality of urban environments are now based on administrative
ease, civil engineering issues, capital costs and public participation procedures. This
has resulted in "toilet" or "matchbox" towns, which are sterile and substandardised
low-income townships. These towns lack accessibility for the people on foot and
' result ineffiCiency of the city. The focus has shifted to small serviced starter houses
or serviced sites. There is a lack of vision.

Watson and Behrens (1996) critique six fundamental concepts of planning standards:
1. Place Making- is a key concept but the creation of a sense of place is not
adequately addressed. The concern for making places is lacking in South
African layout planning over decades. There is no clear indication of how a
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layout plan should respond to specific natural and cultural landscapes and of
the role hard public spaces play in urban living.
2. Scale- The guidelines do not address the need for definition, surveillance and
protection in hard public space provisions. The public environment focuses on
vehicular scale rather than human scale.
3. Access- the road hierarchy and geometric layout are concerned with
unrestricted private vehicle mobility, local pedestrians and cycle access to
internalized public facilities, thus enhancing road safety. The guidelines focus
on a road network that is inflexible and does not easily adapt to change. The
internalized or introverted location of the lower public order facilities is not
efficient, as it cannot deal with the <temographic changes or facility backlogs.
This results in lack of pedestrian safety, as people have to cross major arterial
routes in order to reach public facilities . Locations of higher order public
facilities are accessible only to those who have vehicular access. These
higher order services are not accessible to low-income groups, as they do not
have motorcars.
4. Opportunity-there is little consideration to the implications of layout planning
for creation of economic opportunities. Small commercial enterprises or
informal street trading are restricted due to the physical separation of road
classes. The collective functions of services such as street trading, small-scale
manufacturing, social integration and recreation are ignored.
5. Efficiency- the public facility space standards are inappropriate as they are
large and inflexible. This results in lack of land available for residential
purposes. Standards do not focus source sharing. There are implications of
layout for the efficient service reticulation is ill defined.
6. Choice- this is one aspect that is commonly ignored. It does not take into
consideration the implications the environment has on the humans

In the above Watson and Behrens (1996) have criticized the current planning
standards. Thus, planners should take this critique into consideration for future
development of recreational facilities and spaces. With regards to Chatsworth,
adolescents require spaces and facilities that allow them to explore a range of
facilities as well as allow for easy access to the various facilities. Notions of access ,
scale, opportunity and choice are therefore pertinent in this regard.
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2.6. Towards the provision of recreational spaces for contemporary
adolescents
2.6.1. Needs of adolescents
Adolescence is an experience where there is considerable turbulence in the young
person's life as well as those close to them. Adolescents begin to explore their
environments and they want to sample new experiences. Their experience can be
universal and phase specific, but it can also be incomparably variable. The
adolescents attention shifts frequently and their behavior changes from day to day
even from hour to hour. They usually pursue activities once therefore planning for
them is difficult. (Rapoport-Rapoport: 1975)

It is essential that we understand the interests of the youth so that it is possible for us
to go back and measure and determine if their needs are being met based on their
interests. Some of their interests are:
1. Interests in variety- adolescents are an active sub-population. Individual
adolescents often experiment with new things expressing their interests. They
want to try and experiment for themselves. Therefore when providing
recreational facilities it should encompass many places. These places should
be different in content, milieu, personnel and organizational structure. There
should be diversity and contrast.
2. Interest in novelty- adolescents is interested in what is new and what is on.
There is a tendency towards fads and fashion. Just because an activity is in
does not mean that everything else is out. Therefore policy should be flexible.
3. Interests in awakening new experiences- adolescents are often willing to try
new experiences. This makes adults anxious with fears of drugs, alcohol etc.
However, adolescents can have anxieties about new experiences and this can
create defiance. Friends, mates and peers playa vital role in this. Sometimes
adolescents can be loners but they do most often rely on friends for support.
4. Interest in living- this requires adolescents to experience intensely the things
they already know. It usually involves pressing the limits of speed and
aggressiveness. It involves challenge and adventure. This also creates status
among their peers.
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5. Interest in solitude- this involves reading, having to think, going off by
oneself. A way of dealing with this is to provide quite places for the
adolescents.
6. Interest in making close relationships outside the family- adolescents
requires somebody that they can confide in. It is usually someone who they
can share their interests with and thus this person becomes a common factor.
A way of dealing with this is to provide adolescents with channels to express
these interests through social service activities, which is not rigidly organized.
7. Interest in the environment- this has potential for awakening experiences.
The challenge for recreation providers is to determine how to awaken their
interests and derive maximum benefit. A way of dealing with this is to include
the provision of opportunities for adolescents to learn about their
environments.
8. Interests in putting family relationships into new basis- adolescents often
are a time when there is a breakaway from the ties of childhood. Adolescents
often become independent. Adolescents require a revision of their old
relationship. A way of dealing with this is to have family outings.

It is important that we focus on the needs and challenges of adolescents today.
Adolescents need to be presented with experiences that challenge them. This results
in increased self-awareness and triumph over adversity. When the adolescents are
challenged it creates a situation where there is potential for educational development.
This results in self-knowledge and self-confidence. However, one has to consider
who are challenged, what happens to those who are not challenged etc. (Leigh:
1971 )

In the case study, "Town Center Town Management Awareness: An Aid to
Developing Young Peoples Citizenships," it focuses on how the town center manager
communicates with young people about urban activities. It looks at various systems
of communication press, radio, parents and school. Young people make a significant
contribution i.e. social and economic contribution to the local town centre rather than
the city and town centre. (Woolley: 2000)
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Young people enjoyed shopping, eating at burger bars, meeting friends and even
watching the Christmas lights being switched on. They have a sense of civic pride,
which is essentially having a sense of place. Retailers realized that young people are
important to the future of town and city centres. These retailers became involved in
the educational aspect of the youth and designed an educational pack in a CD-ROM .
This encourages the youth to learn more about their surrounding environment and
their town. The adolescents make an important social and economic contribution to
the city centre. The CD-ROM has proven to be a powerful tool. It has enhanced the
development and skills of the adolescents.

The needs of the adolescents are based on various activities in which they engage
such as shopping, eating at burger bars and meeting friends. The adolescents are
focusing on education through the CD-ROM. Adolescents of today are interested in
the technological age such as internet, e-mail, and computer games. The needs of
the adolescents have changed from those in the 60's when adolescents were
amazed by the concept of the television. Young people have their own needs and
they make a significant contribution to their environment.

It is quite evident from international case stud ies that adolescents are very interested
in the computer age. This tool can be used to the benefit of the adolescent in terms
of education and recreation . Essentially it is enhancing the skills that they already
posses to educate them in a way that they will understand and relate to.

In the case study "The Utopianism of Children: An Empirical Study of Children's
Neighborhood Design Preferences" it focuses on what children want and what they
tend to favors i.e. diversity and accessibility. Children understand what they want.
Recreational vs. utilitarian features is an important point that this study picks up on.
Recreational features include ballparks, arcades, movie theatres, playgrounds and
zoos . The analysis was to compare 'fun' vs. 'responsible' land use. Recreation did
not take precedence over the practical land uses. (Talen-Coffindaffer: 1999)

2.6.2 Youth and their social spaces
Clubs and raves have become very popular in recent times. Due to the clubbing and
raving being done by the narrow segment of the population after most people have
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gone to bed, the scale of social phenomenon goes undetected. Clubs seem to be
more popular than sporting events, cinemas and the live arts. There is a huge market
for clubs. (Thorton: 1995)

Clubbing crosses all boundaries of class, race, ethnicity, gender and sexuality but not
differences of age. The average age of clubbers or ravers is 15-19 years however it
is possible for them to club as early as 11 years old. There are certain factors that
have to be taken into consideration such as curfew, having enough money to pay the
substantial entrance fees and successfully enforcing the drinking of 18 years.
(Thorton: 1995)

For the British adolescents attending clubs is seen to be an integral part of growing
up. It marks adolescent independence with the freedom to stay out and socialize with
their peers. Clubs allow the patrons to engage in 'adult' activity such as sex, flirtation,
drinking , drugs and exploring the cultural forms of adolescence e.g. clothes and
music. Adolescents tend to have their own special music taste with a strong
preference for hip-hop, indie and hardcore dance. Pop music is not regarded as a
favorite among the adolescents. (Thorton: 1995)

Alcohol is a commonly used intoxicant of club culture as it is legal as easily available
and inexpensive. However, drugs are also available such as cocaine, ecstasy
(sometimes pharmaceutical MDMA, often in a cocktail of amphetamines and LSD)
was popular in the 80's and 90's. However, marijuana is a common drug. Alcohol is
seen to symbolize achievement of adult status and drugs signify rejection of adult
culture. (Thorton: 1995)

Adolescents tend to go to cinema more often then any other age group. Films are a
principal mediated discourse of adolescents. The cinema is seen as a form of
evening entertainment but it often prevails over youth styles, tastes and activities
outside the screen time. In the USA the movies are central to youth culture, as the
movies depict American adolescents. (Thorton: 1995)

Adolescent recreation is often around music. Adolescent are often under pressure
from peers to keep abreast the trends in modern music, which forms an important
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part of there active socializing with the people of the same age group. A club is seen
to be popular because it offers diverse fashions, proffers escape and regulates who's
in and who's out. It fulfills the desires of the adolescents. Clubs have become very
popular in recent times.

2.7.

The current policy environment in South Africa

Recreation is defined in the White Paper on Sports and Recreation as "a guided
process of voluntary participation in any activity, which contributes to the general
health, well being and the skills of both the individual and society."

(www.sportsa.co.za)

The Department of Sports and Recreation is committed to providing positive
recreational opportunity for all. Recreation is seen to promote ethnic harmony,
leadership opportunity and the development of a healthy society. There is a symbiotic
relationship between sport and recreation. The provision of recreational opportunity is
a vital; prerequisite for sport and recreation development programs.
(www.sportsa.co.za).

The National Department of Sports and Recreation set the following objectives for it
and gave rise to the theme" getting the nation to play". This is done through
1. Increasing the levels of participation in sports and recreational activity;
2. Raising sports profiles in the face of conflicting priorities;
3. Maximizing the probability of success in major events;
4. Placing sport in the forefront to reduce the levels of crime.
(www.sportsa.co.za)

Sports and recreation goes beyond simply participation. The impact of crime exceeds
into the confines of other spheres of government such as health, education, crime
etc. I will look at sport and recreation vs. crime, as it is relevant to my topic.
1. The counter to the saying that the devils finds work for idle hands is that a
child in sport is a child in court
2. Delinquent behavior is associated with low self-esteem and success in sport
and recreation can act as a mechanism to improve self-esteem.
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There are eight priorities that form the basis of the White Paper for Sports and
Recreation:
Number 1:
To determine and streamline the responsibilities of those stakeholders involved in
sport and recreation and to ensure that there is co-ordination and economies of scale
are realized. The national, provincial and local government play pivotal roles. I will
concentrate on the role of local government.

Local authority functions are important as they are in direct contact with the sites and
delivery of sports and recreation.
a) They develop a policy framework of sport at a local level that is within
the national and provincial sport and recreation policy.
b) Allow for accessibility of sport and recreation to all people in the local
area .
c) Create infrastructure required for the delivery of the sport and
recreation.
d) Ensure that there are programs available to develop human resource
potential in sport and recreation.
e) Ensure that there is a strong sharing of technology, skills transfer and
the development of sport and recreation.

The National Department of Sports and Recreation does not have a statutory Act that
empowers, them but relies on the good will of its agents to discharge its mandate.
DSR determines when it's appropriate to intervene when things go wrong. Often the
DSR is perceived to be weak when they lack the intervention and heavy-handed
when they do intervene. It is a 'catch 22' situation.

The school, junior and youth sport plays a vital role. USSASA (United School Sports
Association of South Africa) implement policy on sport and recreation at school level.
Their core business involves talent identification, maximizing participation, coach and
developmental programs for the teachers and co-coordinating intra and inters school
competitions. They also liaise with national and provincial federations with respect to
junior and youth sports specifically. It also liaise with its international parent body i.e.
International School Sport Federation . (www.sportsa .co.za)
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Number 2:
Priority two is to provide funding for the creation and upgrade of the basic multipurpose sports facilities in disadvantaged areas

Number 3:
Priority three is to develop the human resource potential required management of
sport and recreation in SA

Number 4:
Priority four is to motivate the community to develop active life-styles and to channel
those with the talent for development into the competitive areas of sport

Priority four identifies three fundamental objectives
.:. Recruit and encourage the youth and adults to participate in physical
activities
.:. Motivate the populace to develop physically active lifestyles
.:. Mobilize non-participants and convert them into participants in physical
activities

The recreation policy is based on four principles:
1. Recreational development must be demand-driven and community
based;
2. Recreation is a fundamental right;
3. Equitable resource allocation;
4. Coordinated effort and integrated development.

These are the other priorities:
Number 5:
Priority five is to develop high-performance program that is geared towards the
preparation of elite athletes for major competitions

Number 6:
Priority six is to ensure that all sport and recreation bodies meet their affirmative
action objectives
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Number7:
Priority seven is to develop a code of ethics for sport and recreation in South Africa

Number 8:
Priority eight is to develop an international relations policy, in concert with the
national government policy.

This is the policy for which sport and recreation is based on. This will be critiqued in
the final chapter.

2.6. Conclusion
These bodies of literature will help me answer the research question. It is important
to understand the demand and supply model to determine the needs of adolescents.
By applying this model I can answer what are the needs of adolescents. Recreation
forms the basis of this dissertation. Focusing on standards and norms indicate that
standards that are give don not necessarily mean that they are appropriate or
adequate. Example it is pointless to have so many open spaces if only one or two are
being used effectively or efficiently. Most of the time these open spaces are isolated,
which creates an environment that, is unsafe, this relates to the safety aspect of this
dissertation. Recreational facilities and spaces are not always appropriate in terms of
safety, as it has been noted with the Throb incident. In conclusion these are some of
the debates and arguments that had risen from the conceptual framework.

Debates and Arguments
.:. The debate is that while it is obvious that people recreate it is not clear what
recreation is. It is very difficult to analyze, define or describe this phenomenon
.:. In South Africa this is a problem because is due to its socio-economic and
cultural history and has created complexity in analyzing recreation. There is a
need to create expensive recreation opportunities and facilities, which are both
rural and urban based. This requires extensive research into this field in terms
of experiences and needs .
•:. Recreation is difficult to explain because of its varying nature in terms of
nature, content, relationships and form.
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.:. There is a debate about the quality and quantity of input. But if there is too
much emphasis on the quality it can restrict the quantity of input.
.:. The problem of supply versus demand is a hotly debated topic. Often the
demand is so great that it far exceeds the supply. And sometimes the supply
is too big and the demand is low. This is where planning standards and norms
should be used effectively and efficiently .
•:. Some facilities do not accommodate multiple uses and make it difficult to
justify their provision especially if there is a financial resource .
•:. Often there are large amounts of cash that are put into projects and it is not
used appropriately .
•:. Recreational experiences are engaged and felt through advertising, that is
mass media. Often the media is questioned over the amount of violence that is
shown on television. This is always a hotly debated topic as it focuses on the
impact of violence on television on adolescents and how this may impact on
their recreation.
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Chapter 3: Research Findings
3.1. Introduction
This chapter focuses on the findings that have been derived while conducting the
research required for this dissertation. The research was conducted in Chatsworth,
with the particular site area being Woodhurst. This information was derived through
conducting focus groups, interviews and questionnaires.

The information has been broken down in the form of tables. The tables depict
aspects such as age and sex breakdowns, safety and choice of recreation. It was
essential that certain tables be linked such as Table 2 and Table 3. There are
linkages with certain tables such as choice of recreation and age preferences for the
various recreational facilities as this proves to be useful. The focus groups and
interviewees each had five general questions and then interview questions were
focused on that specific profession. The focus groups had six general questions but
the church and temple group was asked one extra question on religion. With the
findings there is a map that will provide a useful guidance of the area and types of
recreational spaces. (Refer to figure 5 on next page).

3.2. Observation
The observation was carried out with the use of the Town-Planning Scheme, which
located the various recreational spaces and facilities in Chatsworth. However, the indepth observation was carried out while taking out photographs of the various
recreational spaces and facilities that were in Chatsworth. While observing there was
a keen focus on aspects such as lighting, placements of park furniture, and the
participation in these recreational spaces such as how well are they utilised and who
was utilising this facility and accessibility and transport routes. Also there was
observation of the maintenance of these recreational spaces. Through the
observation it was found that the area along the Chatsworth Stadium was very
isolated and that the seating required maintenance, as it was old. This is also true for
the swimming pool. In terms of escape routes it was very difficult for the Woodhurst
Park as huge trees surrounded it and certain areas were very isolated. While
conducting the research it was found that the exact location as the Throb nightclub
was, was a new nightclub that was opened. There were no adolescents present as it
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was during the day. In terms of location the sports facilities and entertainment
facilities were in close proximity. The existing recreational spaces were very clean .

In Chatsworth there are:
1. 48 sports fields
2. 3 swimming pools
3. 6 major parks:
Havenside Park
-

Woodhurst Park
Gandhi Park
Crossmoor Park
601 Park
Moorcross Park

These parks have a combined size area of 200 000m

2

.

There is also the Silverglen

Nature Reserve. A cricket oval, netball court, tennis court and bowling court at the
Chatsworth Main. There are 69 worship sites and there are 26 special shopping sites
and 24 general shopping sites.

3.3. Questionnaire Findings
TABLE 1: AGE AND SEX BREAKDOWN
AGE

MALE

%

F'MALE

%

TOTAL

13

1

20

4

80

5

14

9

45

11

55

20

15

3

43

4

57

7

16

5

71

2

29

7

17

2

50

2

50

4

18

1

33

2

67

3

19

1

25

3

75

4

TOTAL

22

44

28

56

50

In Table 1 it is quite evident that there are more female than male respondents.
There were 44% male respondents and 56% respondents. The majority of the
respondents were those from the age group of 14 years. The only age group that had
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more males than female respondents are the age group 16. The only age group that
had equal respondents of male and female respondents were 17-year age group.

TABLE 2: CHOICE OF RECREATION
RANK

NUMBER

SPORTS

44

CINEMA

43

GAME ARCADES

28

NIGHTCLUBS

21

PARK

18

SPORTS CLUBS

16

OTHER

1

TABLE 3: AGE BREAKDOWN OF CHOICE OF RECREATION
AGE

SPORTS CINEMA G.ARCH

N/CLUBS

PARK

S/CLUBS OTHER

13

5

4

1

1

4

0

0

14

20

19

15

10

6

10

0

15

5

6

3

3

2

1

0

16

5

5

2

3

1

2

1

17

2

3

3

1

2

0

0

18

3

2

2

1

1

1

0

19

4

4

2

2

2

2

0

TOTAL

44

43

28

21

18

16

1

It is important to note that the Table 2 and Table 3 are linked. The respondents were
asked to indicate their choice of recreation varied, as there was more than one
recreational activity, which they engaged in. Thus the totals do not add up to 50,
which was the total number of respondents. The findings show that sports are a very
popular choice among all c;tge groups. Those between 13-14 years are very keen on
playing sports. Cinemas are the adolescent's second choice. The popularity between
the sports and cinema is very close. Game arcade and nightclubs are quite popular
among those that are 14 years. Parks are not very popular among all age groups.
Only those that are 13 years seem to enjoy parks. Those that are 13 and 17 years do
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not participate in sport clubs. There is only one person that participates in other
activities that is from the 16 years. Most of the youth did not participate in only one
activity, but there were some exceptions.
,

TABLE 4: FREQUENCY OF VISITS TO RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND SPACES
FREQUENCY

NUMBER

DAILY

3

WEEKLY

35

MONTHLY

12

TOTAL

50

Most of the adolescents indicated that they visited recreational places on a weekly
basis. There are adolescents who visited recreational spaces and facilities on a
monthly and daily. Those that visited recreational facilities were those between the
age's 14-16 years. The 12 respondents that visited recreational facilities monthly
were three from 14 years, 3 from 5 years, 3 from 16 years, 1 from 17 years and 2
from 19 years. The 13 and 18 years did not visit recreational places monthly or daily.

TABLE 5: DESIRED TIME FRAME FOR RECREATION
TIME

NUMBER

MORNING

9

AFTERNOON

30

EVENING

11

TOTAL

50

Most of the adolescents participate in the afternoon when school is over. There were
a few that participated in the morning and afternoon. There were 2 from 19 years, 1
from 15-17 years and 4 from 14 years. The 13 and 18 years did not participate in the
morning in recreation. There were 1 from the 17 and 18 years that participated in
recreation in the evening. There were 2 from the 13 and 16 years and 6 from the 14
years that participate din the evening. The 15 and 18 years did not participated in the
evening.

TABLE 6: CHOICE OF RECREATIONAL PARTNERS
PERSON

NUMBER

FRIENDS

46

FAMILY

26

COLLEAGUES

4

ALONE

0

It is important that the reader understands that the respondents of the questionnaires
indicated that they participated with both parents and peers in recreational spaces
and facilities. The findings show that friends and family were the two groups that the
adolescents interacted with the most. There were 4 respondents where the
adolescents did interact with colleagues. However, none of the adolescents
participated in recreational facilities alone.

TABLE 7: SAFETY IN RECREATIONAL SPACES
FEMALE

MALE
AGE

YES

NO

YES

NO

TOTAL

13

1

0

3

1

5

14

8

1

9

2

20

15

3

0

2

2

7

16

5

0

2

0

7

1

4

.

17

1

1

1

18

1

0

1

1

3

19

0

1

0

3

4

TOTAL

19

3

18

10

50

The findings show that the male respondents felt safer than the female respondents
did. The reason for this is that society portrays males to be stronger than females ad
assumes that they will feel safer than females. Males often tend to be in larger
groups than their female counterparts and the numbers often allows for
protection.Only 3 did not feel safe in these recreational spaces because of the high
crime rate in nightclubs and because it sometimes made them feel helpless at certain
times. However, there were more female respondents who felt unsafe due to crimes
such as rape, the facility being considered dangerous, insufficient policing and
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sports fields were not well lit in the evening.Most of the respondents did feel safe as
they were usually in the company of friends and family. Often adolescents were in a
crowd and with people that they knew. This is where the issue of trust plays a pivotal
role. Some adolescents were part of a gang which provided adolescents with
protection. Adults were also seen as a form of protection. In most of the recreational
facilities there was visible security and was supervised. These recreational facilities
were in enclosed areas.

Most of the adolescents felt that there was a need to improve, include and change
recreational facilities in Chatsworth. It is important to distinguish between public and
private facilties and spaces. The public spaces and facilities were those owned by
the government i.e municipalities and private spaces and facilities that are owned by
the private businesses. The facilities and spaces that required improvement, change
and inclusion were both public and private spaces and facilties. The public facilities
and spaces were the open-spaces, sports fields and a youth development centre.
The private spaces and facilities were nightclubs, sports clubs, gymnasium, game
arcades, ice rink, bowling alley, cinemas and a golf course. It is evident that there
needs to be more private spaces and facilties than public spaces and facilties. This
requires the involvement of private developers. While some said than non of the
existing recreational facilities and spaces should be changed or improved in
Chatsworth. Most said that nightclubs had to be included and should be for the under
16 years. Others said that nightclubs should be closed down. Sports fields was
required and existing sports fields had too be properly maintained in terms of goal
posts . There was a need for more sports clubs, gymnasuim, and a golf course. Water
entertainment such as pools and surfing had been suggested as a form of recreation.
There was a need for more game archades, ice rink, bowling alley, youth
development centres and action sports bars. The existing cinema required bigger
screens and a larger shopping mall. The recreational facilities and spaces in
Chatsworth did not cater for those adolescents with disabilities and there was a need
for recreational facilities that catered to this marginalised group. This was derived
from the questionnaire as has been stated by the adolescents. The existing facilities
and spaces needed improvements in terms of maintanence, especially toilets and
parks required safety measures.

Overall, the questionnaire findings for the adequacy and appropriateness for
recreational facilities and spaces showed that there was an even distribution of those
repondents that were in agreement and disagreement on the issue of appropriatness
and adequacy of recreational facilities and spaces in Chatsworth. Those that
disagreed with the statement stipulated that the current recreational facilties and
spaces did not provide any form of recreational satisfaction. There was inappropriate
conditions as there was lack of usage of facilities, unproductive and allowed for illegal
activities to occur such as drugs, vandalism, damage to property etc. The existing
recreational facilities lacked maintanance and thus had to be upgraded . Thus the
needs of the adolescents were not being met and did not cater to all participants.
Chatsworth lacked certain vital recreational facilities and spaces. In Chatsworth
sporting facilities lacked in terms of squash, badmington and chess. The distribution
of various recreational facilities was not seen as adequate. For e.g . the swimmining
pool had limited hours and the cricket and stadium were not open to the public. It was
mainly used for special functions such as school sporting events as well as provincial
soccer games. Some of the existing recreational facilities have been over-provided
for and are not open for public access. As there is only one large shopping mall in
Chatsworth there is the likelyhood of meeting up with parents and relatives and thus
there is lack of privacy. Most of the recreational facilties and spaces are unaffordable
and there are no youth development centres to cater to thier needs.

Those that agreed with the statement stipulated that there was ample recreational
facilities and spaces in Chatsworth. The adolescents said that the existing
recreational facilities and spaces provided them with satisfaction and relaxation . That
the Chatsworth area did offer a lot of facilities which cater to their needs. The
adolescents stipulated that their needs were being met sufficiently. It was seen as
affordable, safe and allowed for family activity to occur and thus family orientated
activity was possible for the adolescents to engage in.

The Throb incident was a tragedy that the Chatsworth community faced. The
adolescents perception of the nightclubs did change as 36 repondents stipulated that
there was a change in their view point. However 13 repondents stipulated that there
was not a change in their perception of nightclubs and 1 repondent was unsure.
Many repondents felt that nightclubs are no longer safe as there was no visible
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security. In nightclubs there was alot of violence in terms of gang fights, drugs and
underage drinking. Adults are seen to take advantage of the adolescents especially
the females who were coerced into sexual activity. Nightclubs were seen as a risky
place to attend. Adolescent now have second thoughts and are attending nightclubs
far less than they previously did. Parents are no longer allowing their adolescent
children to attend nightclubs. Adolescents now know the reason why parents prohibit
them from attending nightclubs. There is a greater awareness in nightclubs and
about nightclubs. Many adolescents fear nightclubs as there is a possibilty of the
similar incident occuring agian. The nightclubs are seen as a place of
unpredictability, death, pain and alertness.

Respondents who disagreed with the statement substaniated by providing reason
such as not all nightclubs are the same or bad. These repondents felt that the
tradegy did not effect them personally as it was a temporary setback. These
repondents also felt that their lives would resume to their usual activities even after
the tradegy. Respondents said, "It could happen to anyone and it was being at the
wrong time at the wrong place." This response was also stated when the adolescents
were interviewed during the Throb disaster. (www.mercury.co.za).This was during
the devasting tragedy that occured in March 2000. It is now two years after the
tragedy and the response is still the same. It seems as if the adolescents are not in
the least bit affected by the tragedy. Many respondents did not ask their parents
permission to attend these nightclubs. However, there were respondents that did not
attend nightclubs.

TABLE 8: RESPONSE TO PEER PRESSURE
REPONSE

NUMBER

YES

14

NO

31

SOMETIMES

2

YES/NO

3

TOTAL

50

Peers play an important role in adolescent's lives. The respondents show that they
were not influenced by their peers. The reason is that many made their own
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decisions. There was a mutual understanding and thus joint decisions were taken as
a group. Adolescents shared a common interest with their peers but they also
shared a difference of opinion. However, some adolescents stipulated that their
peers did influence their decision as to how to recreate. There was a general feeling
of safety when in the company of their peers. There was a great sense of trust
among the peers. The peers provided advice as to where to recreate and their
opinion was very influential. Adolescents did not want to recreate on their own and
enjoyed the company of their peers. There were some respondents that stipulated
that their peers influenced and persuaded them as to how to recreate. There were
some respondents that stipulated with a yes and no answer because their friends
were not appropriate and were coerced into certain decisions on how to recreate.
There was a differnce of opinion.

3.4. Focus Groups
The focus group was a focal part of my research. There were three focus groups i.e.
in the school environment, church youth group and temple youth group. The focus
group in the school environment was held at the Woodhurst Secondary School.
There were five respondents in this group ranging from the ages 13 to 16 years. It
comprised of five males and one female. It was conducted during school time. The
church youth group was comprised of six respondents. There were two females and
four males. This focus group ages ranged from 13 to 18 years and it was conducted
in the evening, as this was the time when the youth meetings were held. It was held
at the Tarsus Full Gospel Church. The temple youth group comprised of five
respondents with ages ranging from 14 to 19 years. There were two females and
three males. It was conducted also during the evening at the Kharwastan Temple.
These groups defined recreation as a time of enjoyment, satisfaction, pleasure, fun
and relaxation. Recreation occurred in the free time of the adolescents. Recreation
resulted in development, socialising and learning. Recreation was vital to the
adolescents.

All groups stipulated that they did not feel safe in recreational spaces and facilities
because the crime rate was high. There are drugs, alcohol, sexual activity, gang wars
and fights at certain recreational facilities. This was very prominent in the nightclubs
as there was no real adult supervision . It was during the night as well as during the
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day when there were matinees. This could also be seen in the open spaces such as
parks. There was a lot of sexual activity, as couple would truant school to be with
their girlfriend or boyfriend. There was strong peer pressure to engage in drugs such
as ecstasy, "buttons" and "rosh." Adolescents were witnesses to incidents such as
sexual abuse. Adolescents often knew the abuser and the victim. Adolescents felt
very insecure at certain recreational facilities. This was once again in nightclubs and
parks. Recreational spaces and facilities were seen as a form of temptation. This was
once again nightclubs as there was no real adult supervision and alcohol, drugs and
adult behaviour was seen as acceptable. This resulted in adolescents desire not to
attend recreational spaces and facilities. There was lack of support from the police
and lack of visible security at recreational spaces and facilities.

All groups stipulated that the existing recreational facilities and spaces were not
adequate or appropriate. This was both in the private and public sectors. Some of
these included sports fields, parks and cinemas, bowling alleys. Affordability was a
key issue as the existing facilities and spaces that were free of charge, were boring.
Adolescent needs, tastes and preferences were not taken into consideration. Due to
the inadequate and inappropriate facilities there were limitations on socialising. It was
the same peers that were being met. There were limitation on sporting choices as
there were enough soccer fields, but the area lacked facilities for chess, badminton
and squash. Many of the recreational facilities such as cinemas and nightclubs were
overcrowded during peak seasons and this resulted in the adolescents utilising
recreational facilities and spaces outside the Chatsworth area e.g. central town. The
existing recreational facilities and spaces lacked maintenance such as soccer fields
did not have goal posts. In Chatsworth there are no youth development centres.

The three groups suggested improvements for both the private and public sector
recreational facilities and spaces in Chatsworth. The adolescent's main objective was
to motivate for more nightclubs and a youth centre. The other suggestions were an
ice rink, entertainment centre, indoor sports, dragstrip, more churches, a drive-in, and
a greater variety of sporting codes and a general adolescent 'hangout.' The existing
recreational facilities required changes such as the 1021 grounds in Woodhurst
needed to be upgraded. The Chatsworth Stadium, pools, parks and cinema required
upgrading.
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The three groups differed when asked if boys and girls share similar interest in
participating in recreation. The church focus group said yes because girls enjoy
shopping and boys like to go clubbing. Boys are seen to have much more freedom
than girls do. Location was a key issue as girls were not willing to travel long
distances for safety reasons, however each ward did differ in opinion. The school
group felt those boys and girls are equal and are participating in the same
recreational activity as boys do. The temple focus group felt that it was yes and no,
because girls and boys are enjoying the same recreational activity even in certain
sporting codes. Girls are no longer intimidated by boys and see themselves as
equals rather than inferior.

Religion played a vital role in the church and temple focus group. Both groups felt
that religion had impacted on their lives in a positive way. Religion educated
adolescents about morality, truth, honesty, drugs and alcohol. There was a difference
of opinion with these two groups on the aspect of recreation. The temple group felt
that there were no recreational facilities where the Hindu adolescents could engage
in. The only form of recreational activity that was being encouraged was classical
dancing and singing of religious songs. The Hindu adolescents felt that
understanding Hinduism was very difficult as there were many deities and the
meaning of fasting was misunderstood. The church group felt that religion had no
impact on their social life. The adolescents felt that it was essentially up to the
individual to make the right or wrong choice as they saw fit. The adolescents did feel
guilt when engaging in activity that was not appropriate of being a true Christian.

Both groups did acknowledge that youth programs did educate them about the evils
of society. The church group had programs such as Drug and Alcohol Awareness
and True Love Awaits, which educated them about HIV/AIDS and sex. This made
them more aware of the dangers of drug abuse, alcohol abuse and AIDS . The temple
focus group did not have any specific youth program but each week a topical social
issue was discussed. The solutions to the ills of society were seen through reading
and understanding religious scripture such as the Bhagavad-Gita.

Apart from the questions that were posed to the adolescents there were other
comments that were made. The one issue that came through all three focus groups

was that adolescents do not inform their parents of who and what recreational activity
they engage in. There was a lack of communication between the parents and the
adolescents. The adolescents are not informing their parents of their whereabouts
and this essentially means that the parents are either being lied to or being deceived .
The parents are thus misinformed and unaware. There was a strong influence of
peer pressure to engage in illegal activity such as drugs, consuming alcohol,
truanting and sexual activity. Many of the girls were also pressurised into engaging in
sexual activity with their partners. Some of the adolescent girls were also dressing in
provocative ways to attract the attention of boys and other older males. These groups
stipulated that they would engage in activity irrespective of the norms and standards
that are set out by the adults.

3.5. Interviews
There were various respondents from different disciplines that were interviewed.
These were a Hindu priest from Kharwastan Temple, a pastor from Tarsus Full
Gospel Church, editor from the Rising Sun, educator from Westcliffe Secondary
School, business woman from Compu Cafe, policeman from the SAPS, social worker
from the Department of Social Welfare, an urban designer from City Engineers, a
planner from City Engineers and an official from the Department of Parks and
Recreation. All the interviews were conducted on a one to on basis at their place of
work. Appointments had to be made prior to the interview.

There were five common questions asked and then there were more specific
questions that were orientated towards their profession. Recreation was generally
defined as a form of relaxation, fun, enjoyment and a deviation from the routine of
life. It was an activity that was carried in the spare time of the adolescents. The time
spent was in a constructive manner. This was a period when the mental mind is
occupied through physical activity. Recreation was seen as a form of interaction with
peers and the family unit. Recreation can be passive (family activity) and active
(physical). Adolescents are more involved in the active rather than passive
recreation.

The general consensus among the interviewees was that eXisting recreational
spaces and facilities are safe in Chatsworth . There is visible security and the basic

security provisions are being utilised. Most of the parks were in the centre of
residential areas to allow for residents to provide supervision e.g. Ghandi Park is in
the town centre and is constantly surrounded by traffic and people. However, the
policeman and social worker did not agree with the rest of the interviewees.
According to them there was lack of proper lighting in recreational facilities, and the
need factor was not taken into consideration when designing and providing
recreational facilities. The planner and parks and recreation officials did have one
common statement that these recreational facilities and spaces are safe but there are
certain negative elements that threaten the safety of these recreational facilities.
These include drug and alcohol abuse at the sports fields and parks. Vandalism is
quite rife in the area especially in sports fields. There are young couples that engage
in sexual activity during school hours. These adolescents are truanting school to
engage in sexual activity, drinking and drug consumption. This allows for recreational
facilities credibility as being safe is undermined.

All the respondents stipulated that the existing recreational facilities and spaces in
Chatsworth are inadequate and inappropriate. There are no social development
facilities such as youth centres in Chatsworth. However, there is a contradiction
because the existing recreational facilities are not being utilised by the adolescents.
Thus the existing recreational facilities are over provided for. The existing
recreational facilities are too close to each other and this has implications for the
design in terms of distance. There is a lack of accessibility to certain recreational
facilities such as gymnasiums. These facilities charge service fees, which has cost
implications. Some of the existing recreational facilities have very strict control
mechanisms and have stringent hours such as pools. Certain recreational facilities
cannot be provided for because private developers are not willing to develop if the
project is not financially viable. Recreational facilities need to be more flexible.
Adolescents however, are not interested in socialising in recreational facilities, as
they are uncomfortable due to the strong family presence. The adolescents require a
degree of privacy. This is very evident at the shopping mall i.e. Chatsworth Centre.
The church focus groups and the educator noted the lack of privacy. There is always
the chance that you will see someone that you know. This made adolescents very
uncomfortable and seek other alternatives.
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There were various suggestions, ideas and recommendations that were discussed.
There is a need for youth centres to encourage and enhance the skills of the youth.
The hours have to be flexible and it has to be free. There is a need for indoor
recreation such as chess, badminton etc. There is a need for a coffee bar and library
at internet cafe's, bowling alleys and a community hall that has a common purpose
such as dancing, acting, and arts and crafts. There is a need for a subsidised
gymnasium that is part private and public. Also certain facilities need to waiver the
charges or have a card system where the adolescents pay for the processing for the
card and thereafter the use of the facilities are free. There needs to be adequate
promotion of the card system however if this is to work efficiently. There is a need to
have motivating programs for the adolescents as well as a restructuring of
educational and social departments. There is a need for professional staff to engage
with the adolescents. The adolescents need to be empowered. The existing
recreational facilities need to be upgraded, parks have to be surveyed and
monitored. Recreational spaces have to be flexible, with the same space being
utilised for different activities at different times. Spaces need to be interlinked, with
the necessary controls in place to ensure appropriate use. Recreational facilities
should be physically structured and controlled in terms of access times and variety of
choice. There needs to be some form of system that ensures facilities and spaces
are utilised effectively and efficiently.

The interviewees all agreed that the Throb tragedy did not change the adolescent's
perception of nightclubs. When the tragedy struck the community of Chatsworth the
adolescents, parents and community leaders were affected for that period of time.
The adolescents are still persistently going to nightclubs. It is also the very same
adolescents that were present when the tragedy occurred that are persistently going
to nightclubs. The adolescents are viewed as worse off than when the tragedy
occurred in March 2000. The adolescents are not even deterred by the thought of
death . The parents have been more affected by the tragedy than the adolescents.
The Throb incident was seen as a temporary setback as it was a prevalent issue at
that point in time. The schools have played a negative role as they encourage
matinees by simply changing the venues to school rather than in a nightclub. The
promises that were made were not fulfilled and were in vain. That there would be
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more adolescent interaction and more community centres would be built. The
adolescents are still as irresponsible as they were in the year 2000.

The social worker and educator were key components to understanding the
adolescents and their behaviour patterns, as they are constantly engaging with the
adolescents. The role of these two disciplines was vital to the understanding of the
needs of the adolescents. The educator stipulated that the guidance period that was
once utilised was no longer in being utilised and therefore in her opinion a guidance
period was required to discuss current issues. Also, school facilities had to playa
dual purpose so as to encourage skills development. There was a need to look at
other sources apart from the school facilities to develop the adolescents. The role of
the social worker was also very important. Their role was to provide peer counselling,
to empower the adolescents and encourage skills development. This could occur
after school and on weekends. It can occur at the Department of Social Welfare or in
an environment that makes the adolescents feel comfortable e.g. library.

The educator and the social worker felt that there was a lowering of the moral of the
adolescents today. The educator stipulated that adolescents of today are faced with
more challenges than those of the past. There is a higher incidence of drugs and the
drugs are much more accessible than they were previously. In Chatsworth there are
certain areas that are struck with poverty and for the adolescents their only solution is
to give in to a life of crime. Education is not seen as vital or the solution to their
economic situation rather it is seen as a deterrent. Also in the community there are
not enough role models for the adolescents to want to aspire to be. AIDS has not
impacted on their lives as they still engage in sexual behaviour that is dangerous.
The adolescents today are not concerned about their futures. The social worker
stipulated that the adolescents today have exaggerated egos and others do not have
egos. There is a high incidence of suicides especially with the matriculants who
cannot deal with the pressures of the matric. The adolescents feel that they cannot
fulfil norms that society expects from them and this leads to society.

The educators do not have any special adolescent programs but the social worker
stipulated that there was the Big Buddy Program, Drug Wise Marshall (refer to
annexure D), Anti Crime Program, Youth Empowerment and Skills and Training. The
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Big Buddy Program is a program where the adolescents have their peers engage
with them. As they are educated each year they graduate to the next level and the
older graduates educate the new recruits. It is a maintenance program. The Drug
Wise Program also has graduates and each year at least 200-300 graduate. They
educate the adolescents of the dangers of drugs and to say no to drugs. The Skills
and Training is for the adolescents above 18 years, which is funded by the
government. This program trains the adolescents in trade that can be used in the job
market, as the schools do not equip the adolescents with a trade for the job market.
There is more money from the government that contributing to skills development.

Religious leaders playa key component in the adolescent's development. The pastor
and the Hindu priest acknowledged that there is a lack of understanding of religion
with the adolescents today. Adolescents today are not keen to learn about their
religion and issues such as fasting, the religious teachings. There is a higher
incidence of drugs and alcohol consumption. The Hindu priest did not blame the
business people because there is very low economic development in the community
and everyone wants to make a profit. Both agreed that there is a need for the parents
to be more involved in the adolescent's life however they do acknowledge that this is
not always the case, as both parents work. There is a need for the parents and
adolescents to be responsible. Both religious leaders saw the answers to the
adolescent's delinquent behaviour in their religious scriptures. Both religious leaders
preached truth and honestly to the youth and hoped that it would improve the moral
decorum of the adolescents. The church did have a greater range of youth programs
than the temple did.

The internet cafe situated at the Chatsworth Centre was an important activity, which
adolescents engaged in. However, the adolescents utilised this service mainly for
academic purposes such as assignments. Some did play computer games, e-mail
and internet. There was a very irregular pattern of usage.

The editor did believe that media were very influential in adolescent's life as they
usually are following the current fads and fashions that are shown in the media. The
media played the role of informing the authorities of the lack of facilities in
Chatsworth. They identify the needs of adolescents through investigation. The media
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saw the community and other stakeholders as not playing an active role in the lives
of adolescents. There is a need for the community and other stakeholders to reshape
their agendas and take an interest in adolescents. The community and stakeholders
need to motivate the adolescents in skills development and their needs to be greater
communication between all interested parties.

The police play an important role in the community as they protect and serve the
community. According to the policeman the police are doing very little to improve and
change the safety of recreational facilities. It was seen to be under 10%. The issues
that the police are facing with the adolescents are loitering and truanting. There is
currently only one youth awareness program in Chatsworth. Safety in recreational
spaces are not seen as a key issue as there are more serious crimes to tackle and
the police do not have enough man power.

Planners are key actors in designing adequate and appropriate recreational spaces.
The planner stipulated that the needs of the adolescents were being met in terms of
provision but there was no motivation in terms of usage. It was very "difficult for the
adolescents to be provided for as their needs were based on current fashions and
fads. Novelty was a key element. It was difficult to determine the appropriateness of
current planning standards, as utilisation of recreational facilities were key to
determining the appropriateness. Participation is a key element in determining
appropriate planning standards. Recreation was important spatially to every
community as open spaces were seen as breathing lungs of the community. It also
had stringent psychological value. The environment was important as it was seen as
breathing spaces. It also made the community more attractive and appealing.
Planners today are more involved in participation. There is more bottom-up approach
as compared to the previously more top-down approach. The traditional approach
was based on statistics e.g. a certain number of sports fields for the area of
Woodhurst. There is far greater communication with the various bodies. Due to
budget cuts there was restructuring. Planners did consider the adolescents of
Chatsworth as sports fields were adequately provided for but the issue is utilisation.
The adolescents are not utilising these facilities.
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The design of recreational spaces was also a key component. When designing
recreational spaces the main criterion is location . Both public and private developers
will not develop if the location is not feasible. Recreational spaces have to be flexible
and safe. The criterion is also linked to the factors that are taken into consideration
when design recreational spaces. The facilities have to be flexible and adapt to quick
changes. There is a move away from rigid design facilities to bore flexible
recreational facilities. The environment is seen to be more important and thus the
focus on the ecology. The focus is making parks more cultural and on passive
recreation. The focus is on creating a dual purpose for parks as commerce centre i.e.
flea markets. However, this has implications on the environment e.g. with traffic, wear
and tear on the grass, carrying capacity of the park. The difference in design of
adults as compared to adolescents is the different placement of activities. There is a
move away from conflict situations. The design of safe recreational spaces should
not have trees with spiky thorns, shrubs should be cut so it does not create hiding
places for criminals, there should be visibility, the noise factor has to be taken into
consideration, there should be adequate exit points, fire hazards, the building
structure should be stable and lighting should be adequate especially in remote
areas.

Parks and recreation playa vital role in creating environmental awareness,
sustaining open spaces, O'MOSS is vital to preservation, wild life preservation and
parks provide a stimulation of the mind through flowers. The adolescent's needs are
being met in terms of provision but it is not being utilised. There is not participation
among the adolescents. The two major problems that Parks and Recreation face is
lack of maintenance and theft. There are no funds to upgrade and the existing
facilities cannot be maintained. There is lack of labour as there are more facilities to
maintain after demarcation. There is also aging plant equipment and staff. Some of
the staff are infected with the HIV virus and have even died. For those staff that have
retired or died there are no replacements. There are also many budget cuts, as the
council does not identify with parks being a major asset. There are certain facilities
that adequately provided e.g. sporting facilities but those that are lacking require
motivation for the development of these recreational facilities.
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3.5. Synthesis
The questionnaires and focus groups did proved valuable information in terms of
what the adolescents needs were. It also provided information on the adolescent's
perception of safety of the existing recreational facilities. The focus groups and the
questionnaires provided me to the answers to the vital question: are recreational
facilities and spaces in Chatsworth adequate and appropriate?

It was vital to understanding the meaning of recreation. The general consensus
among the focus groups and the interviewees were it was a time of enjoyment,
relaxation, satisfaction and fun. Recreation was seen as an activity that resulted in a
development of the mind, socialising and learning. It could be passive or active
recreation. It was essentially a deviation from the routine of everyday life.

The questionnaire responses to safety was that the adolescents felt safe in
recreational spaces but the focus groups did not feel safe in recreational spaces. The
interviewees also stipulated that the recreational spaces were safe. So the general
consensus seems to be that recreational spaces are safe. The questionnaire also
had an equal amount of respondents who felt that recreational facilities were
adequate and inadequate as well as appropriate and inappropriate. But the focus
groups said that the recreational facilities in Chatsworth were not adequate. This is
where the interviewees also stipulated that the existing recreational facilities are not
safe. The questionnaires did mention that there was a change in their perception of
nightclubs after the Throb incident however the interviewees suggested that the
tragedy did not change the perception of nightclubs.

The questionnaire, focus groups and interviews provided suggestions. There was a
general consensus that there were many recreational facilities that lacked in
Chatsworth such a community centre. There was also a need for more nightclubs
from the respondents of the questionnaire and the focus group. Also both wanted
more water sports, ice rink and better sporting facilities. Essentially the interviewees
wanted to develop the adolescents and wanted to empower them.

Chapter 4: Research Analysis
4.1. Introduction
This chapter will focus on the analysis of the findings. This chapter will be crossreferenced with the conceptual framework, research findings and answer the research
questions posed in the dissertation. This chapter will also include the maps and
photographs that will enhance the analysis of the findings. Newspaper articles will also
be used to further support the findings. This chapter will analyse the existing
recreational spaces and facilities against the criteria that has been set out in terms of
adequacy and appropriateness.

4.2. Criteria for Analysis
Adequacy is having sufficient facilities and having the qualities required to fulfil the
person participating requirements. The criteria for adequacy of recreational spaces and
facilities are:
1. Numbers- it is imperative that there are enough recreational spaces and facilities to
cater to the demands of the adolescents . This will be assessed in terms of
a) Crowdedness
b) Catering for existing populations
2. Safety- it is vital that we understand the aspect of safety in recreational spaces and
facilities. Safety has become a key issue in recent times of recreational spaces and
facilities especially after the Throb incident a few years ago. This will be assessed
in terms of:
a) Sightlines- this enhances the visual permeability. Recreational spaces have
clear and effective sightlines. Sharp corners, overgrown shrubbery, trees,
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walls, pillars and fences can obstruct sightlines. The aim of recreational
spaces is to create aesthetically pleasing public places but it should not
provide cover for dubious activities or secluded areas where criminals can
flourish. Landscapes should also not cut off access as a means of escaping .
Creating spaces and pathways with good sightlines ensures that there is
visibility and people can assist.
b) Visibility/Surveiliance- people need to feel safe in recreational spaces and
facilities therefore it is vital that users know that people are able to assist and
'keep an eye on them.' There is natural surveillance and, which is created by
the design e.g. houses and buildings that overlook recreational spaces. The
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type and location of site furniture could also playa role in surveillance.
Ensuring that there are a variety of users and activities on the recreational
open space and facilities could increase the spaces attraction thereby
encourage greater usage of natural surveillance
c) Lighting- it used to encourage utilisation of recreational spaces during the
evening hours. This is seen as the most important element of designing
safer urban environments.
d) Maintenance- this is a vital aspect as it portrays a positive image. As it is
believed that 'grime equals crime.' The relevant authority needs to respond
to the problems to prevent further damage and neglect. A clean recreational
space and facility with functioning infrastructure encourages people to utilise
it.
e) Perceptions of safety from the participant's view- participants in these
recreational spaces and facilities will utilise it if there is a feeling of security.
f) Policing- many of the recreational spaces and facilities require policing to
ensure that there is visible security and surveillance.

Appropriateness is something that is suitable and fitting. The recreational spaces and
facilities need to be assessed according to these criteria.
1. Accessibility- this is a key issue, as adolescents require recreational spaces
and facilities that are easily accessible to them. These adolescents do not
have motorcars and rely on public transport to get to their destination.
Therefore we have to consider it in terms of:
a) Location- it is a major determinant in the utilisation of recreational
spaces and ,facilities. Location of recreational spaces and facilities
determines the choice of recreational activity.
b) Public transport- what is the commonly used mode of transport and are
the access points appropriately located.
2. Affordability-this is key issue as many adolescents do not work and rely on
their pocket money to determine their choice of recreational activity.
a) Public- certain facilities that are public are free and others charge a
nominal fee.
b) Private- all private facilities charge a fee to utilise their service.

3. Catering to the needs of the adolescents- are the needs of the adolescents
being met in terms of self-satisfaction , variety and choice.
a) How are the recreational spaces being utilised
b) Are the current trends taken into consideration

These are the criteria set out upon which the existing and future recreational spaces
and facilities can be assessed. These criteria allow for the analysis of the existing
recreational facilities. These facilities include sports fields , swimming pools, stadium ,
cricket oval, tennis and netball courts, shopping malls with cinema, internet cafe,
bowling alley, nature reserves, parks and nightclubs

4.3. Analysis
4.3.1. Adequacy
To determine the adequacy of a recreational space and facility one has to consider
whether it is enough to cater for the participants in that particular recreational space.
It is quite evident through observation that there are certain recreational spaces and
facilities that lacked the number of participants and was utilised and under-utilised. In
Chatsworth there are 48 sports fields but as noted by the Parks and Recreation and
through observation many of these sports fields are not being utilised. This is true
also for swimming pools and parks. It is quite evident that the park was not utilised as
much as it was noted as one of the favourite choice of recreation among the
adolescents. The issue is therefore not whether these facilities and spaces are
crowded but where are the participants . The reason that many of these sports fields
are not being utilised is due to the lack of maintenance as there were no goal posts
or nets. These are often stolen or vandalised. Also there was controlled access to
many of the facilities such as swimming pools as there were stringent hours that
were stipulated for usage.

However some facilities were crowded especially nightclubs and cinemas. Nightclubs
are recreational spaces that are very much utilised by the adolescents. These
recreational spaces and facilities are often utilised during peak seasons however this
has resulted in recreational spaces and facilities being utilised outside the
Chatsworth area such as central town . This has implications as it is noted that the
adolescents contribute to the economy as many businesses target this age group, if

the adolescents are utilising other recreational service it decreases the local
economy substantially. This has economic implications. As adolescents are utilising
services during peak season one has to consider seasonal distribution of use. One
needs to understand the patterns of use and non-use to design load and the physical
and human capacity of a site and system. If there are fluctuations in the distribution
of services this has implications on the design, as it would not be reflected correctly.
When there is a fluctuation then the recreational space will not be allowed to with
stand the carrying capacity. Recreation demand can thus be seen as a fluctuating
over time. The adolescents in recreational spaces visit recreational spaces on a
weekly basis. The adolescents also tend to crowd in nightclubs. This was seen in the
Throb incident when 1000 school children were crammed into a local nightclub. Refer
to annexure D. "Club of death doors and exits inadequate." This had occurred during
the peak season of the term end. It is evident that demand increases with seasonal
distribution.

This has implications for planners and one has to consider are the current planning
standards adequate in terms of carrying capacity. Some of these standards are:
1. Community centre- 1/100000 population
2. Sports complex- 1/100 000 population
3. Community hall- 1/20000 population
4. Park- 11 2 500 population
5. Worship- 1/300 population
These are the recommended planning standards but this is not always appropriate.
Traditionally planning standards were based on numbers and statistics. It was
inflexible and facility space standards are inappropriate as they are large. When
designing the Chatsworth area the needs of the adolescents were not taken into
consideration, as there was a set amount of recreational spaces that was set out. But
there is a change and the adolescents today are different then those of the past.
Instead of over provision of sports fields convert some of the existing ones into a
variety of sporting codes, which provide the adolescents with different sporting
choices that they require. Thus sports facilities can serve a dual purpose and at the
same time be utilised instead of being left vacant. Thus standards should be based
on providing adequate amount of land and facilities to serve the general public and
the special groups, taken into consideration the number of people a recreation area
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or facility can be designed to serve and it should be adequate to accommodate the
potential users in a service area.

The existing recreational spaces do not cater for adolescents. It is quite evident that
while there are the provisions of certain recreational spaces there is not usage of
these spaces. As has been noted that many of the recreational spaces are left idle
and under-utilised. There needs to be some form of intervention from the appropriate
authority to motivate the adolescents to utilise these spaces. There needs to be a
needs assessment that could be carried out in schools or spaces where the
adolescents are commonly found. An analysis of these spaces and facilities needs to
occur and determine what the problems exists. Adolescents need to be provided with
new experiences in these spaces and facilities and allow them to form a sense of
belonging and attachment with theses spaces and facilities. Adolescents have to
identify with these spaces that they are utilised in order to participate in the activity
that the space is designated for.

Safety has become a focal issue in recreational spaces and facilities. Sightlines are
important, especially in open spaces. Recreational spaces have to have clear and
effective sightlines. The Ghandi Park (Refer to Plate 1) located in the Chatsworth
town centre does have clear sightlines. There are no sharp corners, overgrown
shrubbery, trees, walls, pillars and fences that obstruct the sightlines. Havenside
Park also has clear sightlines and there are no overgrown shrubbery and trees.
However this is not true for the Woodhurst Park. There are overgrown shrubbery and
trees are tall and it has allowed for dubious activity and created secluded areas for
criminals to flourish. The Ghandi Park and the Havenside Park does have clear
access points that allow for escaping easily. However, the Woodhurst Park does not
have clear access points and the tall trees make it very difficult to escape. The other
parks are quite visible especially the Ghandi Park as it is well located but the
Woodhurst Park lacks visibility and is very secluded. The Woodhurst Park has
become a haven for criminals and adolescents to engage in delinquent behaviour.

Surveillance or visibility is a key issue when determining whether recreational spaces
are safe. The motorists that drive around the park as well as the pedestrians are

'late 1: Gandhi Park

:>1 ate 2: Chatsworth Stadium

watching this park. It is central and allows for surveillance to be carried out easily.
The park furniture is strategically located near the pathways. The Havenside Park is
also located near the Higginson Highway and allows for surveillance to be carried
out. The Woodhurst Park does not have adequate surveillance as the tall trees block
the visibility of this park. There are no houses or buildings that surround the park to
enhance visibility. The Chatsworth Stadium, (Refer to Plate 2) and Cricket Oval,
(Refer to Plate 3), Chatsworth Swimming Pool, (Refer to Plate 4) and the netball and
tennis courts are all visibly clear and the surveillance is relatively adequate. There is
front surveillance of these recreational spaces but it lacks surveillance from the back
as there are the distance to houses is relatively far and cannot form some form of
surveillance. This can be seen in Plate 3 and 4 where the houses are at a distance to
the facilities. There are smaller driveways that are entrances to the parking bays that
are secluded and also lack surveillance. These secluded areas allow for dubious
activities to occur. The Silverglen Nature Reserve is lacking surveillance. It has seen
the flourishment of crime in the Lake View Drive. (Refer to annexure D: Public
warned of escalating crime at the Silverglen Nature Reserve) This does not allow for
participation to increase and does not allow for an aesthetically appealing
environment. With an aesthetically unappealing environment it does create a sense
of satisfaction among the users.

Lighting is a vital aspect to the design of the safer recreational spaces. The police did
indicate that recreational spaces lacked proper lighting especially in the evening. This
was quite evident at the sports stadium as it was isolated. Some of the sports fields
did not have adequate lighting and allowed for drinking to occur. The Woodhurst Park
lacked adequate lighting and was very isolated especially during the night.
Participants want a place where they can feel safe and not have to worry about their
security. If these facilities lacked then this also reduces the participation levels of
recreational activities.

Maintenance was regarded as one the problems that the adolescents felt was
inadequate. Sports fields are not adequately maintained and lacked goal posts, nets,
toilets were destroyed and there was vandalism to the property. Vandalism is
required as one the common traits of delinquent behaviour. The parks were well
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maintained in terms of cleanliness and attractiveness. It was evident that the sports
fields required maintenance as needed to be upgraded.

However, from a professional point of view the Parks and Recreation Department
indicated that maintenance was an issue for them as well. Due to financial
constraints there were no funds to maintain existing recreational spaces. There is a
lack of labour force; the equipment and staff are aging. There are major budget cuts,
as the council does not regard parks as a major asset. It is quite evident that on one
hand the adolescents require upgrades of existing facilities and on the other hand
there are no funds to upgrade theses recreational spaces and facilities. If theses
spaces and facilities were well maintained then there would be greater participation.
An aesthetically appealing environment always encourages participation. The user
and the provider need to find solutions to maintaining these facilities and spaces
themselves. The adolescents could form groups to maintain these facilities thus they
are not kept idle and they are improving the situation of the existing recreational
spaces. There needs to be an initiative on both sides and motivation. There is a
tendency for people in this country to lay back and complain about the poor service
that they are receiving yet they sit back and do nothing about it. The adolescents
need to be taught to take a keener interest in their environment. The adolescents can
even get a group of their peers find a common activity that they all enjoy and convert
idle recreational spaces into productive spaces. With the initiative they are
developing their skills and improving the condition of their urban environment. Also
the council could see the improvements and provide funding and even temporary
employment.

Adolescents generally feel safe in the recreational spaces and facilities that they are
because they are usually in the company of their peers and parents. Sometimes they
are even part of gangs which provide them with the protection they require. In certain
recreational spaces and facilities such as shopping malls and cinemas there is visible
security and it is adequately supervised. Certain parks were properly supervised e.g .
Ghandi Park. The respondents of the questionnaire and interviewees except for the
social worker and policeman stipulated that recreational spaces were safe. It is
evident that the adolescents felt safe if there were with people that they trust. Most
often adolescents tend to go out with their peers and this does not provide them with
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a feeling of insecurity. Through my observation I did feel a sense of security in certain
recreational spaces and facilities. These were the shopping mall, bowling alley,
internet cafe and the Ghandi Park. This was due to visible security and these spaces
and facilities were crowded. However, I did not feel safe at the Chatsworth Stadium,
Chatsworth Swimming Pool and Cricket Oval. It was very quite and there was no
visible security or people. The Silverglen Nature Reserve was lacked the most safety
as it was not possible to stop and take out photographs. It was only possible to drive
through very quickly. This was also true for the Woodhurst Park. In my opinion there
are those facilities and spaces that provide security but the majority of facilities
lacked surveillance.

However, the focus groups did disagree with this saying that crime was an issue in
recreational spaces and facilities. In existing recreational spaces drugs, alcohol,
sexual activity, gang wars and fights were occurring. There was strong peer pressure
to engage in drugs such as ecstasy, mandrax and 'rosh.' Drugs have become a
major problem with the adolescents in Chatsworth in recent times. (Refer to
annexure 0: "We are loosing our youth ,") There was 10 grams of marijuana, Tiger
Balm, dagga and ecstasy in a Chatsworth nightclub. The adolescents were crammed
and it was crowded. Adolescents enjoy going to nightclubs as they are allowed to
engage in adult activity such as sex, flirtation, drinking and drugs. Adolescents see
consuming alcohol as achieving adult status. There are many adolescent that are
consuming alcohol and drugs. (Refer to annexure 0: "A nation of young drunks,"). It
is evident that this is delinquent behaviour as consuming alcohol and drugs is defined
as delinquent behaviour. The average age trends of criminal activity are do not
encompass the age of 17-18 years, as it is lower. The start of criminal activity was
14-15 years but now it is 9 years. It is quite evident that nightclubs are not one of the
safest recreational spaces but the youth persist in attending these nightclubs. This
shows that that adolescents are not motivated and do not seem to have other
choices. Adolescents are even truanting school to engage in drugs and alcohol
abuse. (Refer to annexure 0: "Truancy and LOitering at Chatsworth Schools,").
Nightclubs are not safe yet the adolescents persist in attending these facilities. One
has to find alternative means such as stipulating laws that prohibit adolescent from
consuming alcohol at these nightclubs. Alcohol should not be sold in nightclubs so as
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to reduce the abuse of alcohol. There should be greater involvement of parents,
police and social workers.

The other existing recreational spaces and facilities that are unsafe are parks. These
parks are used for hiding places for delinquent behaviour to occur. Many adolescents
engage in drinking in these spaces. However, the planner and official from Parks and
Recreation acknowledged that there were other negative elements that undermined
the safety of parks. This can be seen in the Silverglen Nature Reserve where
negative elements such as hijackings and robberies have become rife in the area.
Sports fields are also unsafe, as it seems to encourage delinquent behaviour
especially with poor lighting.

Policing is a key issue as it allows the participants to feel a sense of security.
However, it is evident that recreational spaces lack efficient policing . The focus group
also noted that there was lack of support from the police and visible security. The
policeman acknowledged that the police was doing little to improve or change the
situation of safety in recreational spaces and facilities and contributed only 10% of
their time to focus on safety in recreational spaces and facilities. Thus there is a
stronger focus on the issue of truancy and loitering. Safety in recreational spaces and
facilities is not a top priority for the police as they seen to have more serious crimes
to tackle and lack of manpower. Recreational spaces require policing especially
when drugs and alcohol abuse is so rife in the community. There needs to be some
form of community policing in the various areas. Parents and community leaders and
religious leaders have to be more involved. Parents are the key to changing the
perceptions of their adolescent children. The SAPS in Chatsworth has taken an
initiative in creating awareness programmes. (Refer to annexure 0" Community
Youth Awareness Programme on the cards."). This is however not adequate as we
need more programmes like this to create a change among the adolescents.

So, are recreational spaces and facilities safe for the adolescents in Chatsworth and
are current planning standards appropriate? The answer is no. Certain recreational
spaces and facilities seem to require more involvement from the police than others.
Recreational spaces and facilities in Chatsworth show that they are not adequately
serviced for the adolescents.
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The current planning standards are inflexible and too broad. They are still based on
the traditional planning standards where it was based on numbers. This can be seen
as many of the sports fields are left unutilised. There is no participation and
participation is imperative to determining if current planning standards are adequate.
Latent demand refers to discovering true demand. Participation occurs if there are
adequate facilities, access and information. Latent demand forms the argument that
supply creates demand, which in turn form that argument that people will utilise the
service if it is provided for. This is quite evident that this is not true as sports fields
are adequately provided but it is not being utilised. This is also true for parks and
swimming pools, as it is not being utilised. Supply does not create demand.
Standards therefore should be more flexile. Recreational spaces and facilities should
not be seen in isolation to one another but should work in synergy so as to create a
multi-functional usage.

Whilst many public facilities are provided in Chatsworth, what emerges is that they
are inadequate. Thus, there are a number of recreational spaces and facilities such
as sports fields, the cricket oval, netball and tennis courts, parks, swimming pools
and a nature reserve. These do not necessarily cater for the needs of the
adolescents. Cinemas, bowling alleys, nightclubs and the internet cafe cater for the
adolescents. Nightclubs and cinemas are often overcrowded as a result of demand
Furthermore there are 69 religious spaces that are provided in Chatsworth and these
often provide recreational opportunities for adolescents ..

Many of the recreational spaces are considered safe in terms of safety. Certain
public spaces lacked adequate sightlines, surveillance/visibility, lighting, maintenance
feeling of insecurity and lack of adequate policing. Safety is therefore a key issue in
public spaces. It follows therefore that due to the fact that the private sector caters for
market demand, that the provision of these facilities is adequate.

4.3.2.Appropriateness
Accessibility is a key issue when design ing recreational spaces and facilities.
Adolescents require access to and from a recreational space and facilities. Location
is a key factor when determining access to a recreational space. (Refer to figure 5 in
Chapter 3 depicting all recreational spaces). Recreational demand focuses on
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geographic distribution. It focuses on the access and a common approach used is to
establish a service radius for each site in terms of time, distance or origin and
destination. It is evident that location was an issue for girls as they noted they were
not willing to travel long distances to recreational spaces due to safety reasons.
Geographically the town centre is not central but the town centre is regarded as
being in the heart of Chatsworth and has the shopping mall, cinema, stadium cricket
oval and tennis and netball courts and the Ghandi Park in close proximity to each
other. The mall is the centre with the all-sporting codes surrounding it. It also has the
entertainment centre with (Refer to Plate 5: Pool tables) and (refer to Plate 6:
Bowling Alley). These facilities form a circle and are easily accessible to the
adolescents.

Public transport is a key factor as many of the adolescents rely on public transport.
Most often it is public transport that they rely on. The adolescents tend to utilise taxis
more often than buses. The reason taxis were utilised was due to the loud music,
friends and it was seen to be more appealing. There were enough transport routes
that allowed for access to the various recreational spaces and facilities. Public
transport was not available after 6pm. This means that recreational spaces and
facilities such as the cinema could not be assessed during the evening. The cinema
was regarded as the second choice of adolescents and this limits their capability to
utilise this service in the evening. Neither could sport matches at the stadium and
cricket oval be utilised. This is usually when provincial matches were played. It was
not possible for the adolescents to be part of the experience of watching professional
at their best. The adolescents therefore cannot pick up on the skill that these
professional have and therefore there is no improvement of skills development, which
is needed by the adolescents. This means that taxis have to be hired, which has cost
implications for the adolescents.

Access to recreational spaces and facilities is often controlled. This is seen at the
swimming pool, as the pools are open from 8am to 6pm. This is the period that is
obviously not appropriate as the adolescents are at school from 8am to 3pm. This
leaves three hours for the swimming pool to be utilised, which does not seem
appropriate. This does not take into account travelling time. This affects the demands
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as it affects time budgets. Time budgets are vital as it determines when a person is
free to participate in the leisure activity. This drops participation levels, which means
planning standards are seem to be inadequate. Also the cricket oval and sport
stadium has strong controlled access. This is most often available to schools for
school sporting events, sports groups but not to the general public. Gymnasiums lack
accessibility as they charge a service fee, which has cost implications.

Affordability is a key issue for adolescents. Most of the recreational spaces were
seen to be unaffordable. Those that were affordable were seen as boring. Those that
were the public recreational spaces were those of the parks, which were all free and
the nature reserve. The swimming pool charged a fee depending on the age group.
Those under 12 years were charged R 2, 60 and those over 12 years were charged
R 6. Community halls had to have a service fee if it is to be utilised. This is also true
for the cricket ovals, stadium and tennis and netball courts.

The private sector also charged a fee for the usage of the service. The cinema
charges R15 a movie and if you are a club member and utilise the service on a
Tuesday it is half the price. (Refer to Plate 7: Cinema). Nightclubs also charge a fee
and the internet cafe (Refer to Plate 8: Internet Cafe) charges R5 for 15 minutes
usage time of the internet. This is true for the bowling alley and the gymnasium. It is
quite evident that these recreational spaces have cost implications. This is excluding
the purchasing of food, snacks and cool drinks. Pocket money determines which
recreational space is to be visited. Often adolescents spend large amounts of money
upon achieving their leisure tastes and interest. It is quite contradictory that the
adolescents acknowledge affordability problems yet they participate in "so called"
expensive activities. This proves that adolescent do not grasp the concept of
affordability. It shows that adolescents do not understand monetary value and
therefore consider services to be unaffordable. Adolescents tend to find it easy to pay
for drugs and alcohol, which is expensive yet they complain that there is an
affordability issue. Adolescents should therefore use services that are free to them
like parks and create interesting activities to participate in these spaces.

ate 7: Cinema in the shopping mall: Ster Kinekor

late 8: Internet Cafe in the shopping mall: CompuCafe

Plate 9: Major Shopping Man: Chatsworth 'Centre

The needs of the adolescents are not being met. The recreational spaces are not
being utilised. Only two recreational spaces are being use to their full potential and
optimal level. These were the cinemas, which is in the shopping mall (refer to Plate
9) and nightclubs. The sporting facilities, parks and swimming pools are relatively
used but not to their optimum level.

The current trends of the adolescents are not taken into consideration. In Chatsworth
there are no youth centres. A youth centre is a place where adolescents can engage
in improving their skills or learning new skills. It is also a place where adolescents
learn to develop themselves physically and mentally. It improves their social skills
and helps develop them into young adults. This was one of the suggestions made by
the focus groups, respondents of the questionnaire and interviewees. There are no
youth centres, which means that there is no skills development. Adolescents are not
motivated and therefore this results in delinquent's behaviour. The focus groups and
respondents of the questionnaires did agree that there were no youth development
centres to provide them with skills required for the job market. Some issues identified
in the IDP of eThekwini was skill development, access to recreational facilities and
sporting programs as well as awareness of drugs an alcohol abuse. This is only
possible if there is a youth centre that is developed. A multi-million-rand youth centre
I

was announced after the Throb incident, which was to be established in Mobeni
Heights area. This centre was to cater for a variety of sporting and recreational
activities, which include a library and video collection. It is two years later and finally
developments into the building of such a youth centre has begun. (Refer to annexure
D: Youth centre built in memory of Throb Nightclub tragedy). The location is however
not appropriate as it is not central to the Chatsworth area. It is more on the border of
Chatsworth. The majority of the adolescent population are more in central
Chatsworth. Thus it is not accessible to the majority. It has taken 80 years for a youth
development centre in Chatsworth to be developed. It is quite evident that the
adolescent in Chatsworth require a youth centre as they are easily persuaded into
inappropriate recreational spaces and facilities. If the adolescent's skills were
developed it could improve their economic condition, create skills for jobs and
provide them with awareness to alternative recreational spaces that are inadequate.
The youth centre can even provide an educational purpose by making the
adolescents aware of drugs and alcohol abuse.
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The internet does not seem to have captured the attentions of the adolescents in
Chatsworth. Although it has been provided it is mainly used for academic purposes,
with little attention on computer games, e-mail and internet. There are very irregular
patterns of use. There is no demand for this recreational activity and does not follow
global trends of the internet. The reason that one can derive for lack if demand is that
it is quite expensive as it is R5 for 15 minutes or that adolescents are not equipped
with the computer skills. This disproves the theory that all adolescents are interested
in the technological age of computers. Also it shows that many adolescents cannot
afford this service.

The current trend is that adolescents want nightclubs. Currently there are only three
nightclubs in Chatsworth. The one nightclub is situated in the exact location as that of
the Throb nightclub. This proves that the perception of nightclubs have not changed
among the adolescents or private owners of this nightclubs, as the interviewees
indicated. Adolescents still persistently go to nightclubs. The Throb incident has not
made them more aware if anything made them want to go to nightclubs more than
ever. Adolescents see nightclubs as a novelty because it is something that is new
and all their friends are attending. They want to experience it for themselves . But the
novelty wears off. It could be a "hot" club today but tomorrow there could be a better
club that the adolescents want to go to. The adolescents interest vary from day to
day sometimes even from hour to hour and it's very difficult to satisfy their needs. For
the adolescent nightclubs provide an interest in living as it allows them to press the
limits of speed and aggression. The nightclubs are seen as a space, which they
associate with as their peers and people of the same age group attend.

The current trends in sport are that there is not a major variety of sporting codes. The
sports that are provided are soccer, cricket, netball, tennis and volleyball. Sporting
codes like squash, badminton and chess are not provided for. Recreational spaces
and facilities should include a variety of activities to encourage participation. It is
quite evident that the current facilities and spaces are not meeting the current trends
and needs. However, it is not possible as determing recreational spaces and facilities
for the adolescents is very difficult. They are often influenced by current fads and
fashions. This is where the behavioural; approach is applicable as it is not easily
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detected like the adolescents needs. It can be quite effective in determining nonuse,
future trends and special needs.

It is quite evident that the existing recreational spaces and facilities are not
appropriate and adequate as they have problems with accessibility, affordability and
are not meeting the current needs of the adolescents. Adolescents are not
adequately equipped with the skills they require for determining appropriate
recreational space it is therefore up to the adults to show them what is appropriate
behaviour and recreational spaces as they utilise recreation more than any other age
group.

Adolescents are one of the most difficult groups of people to satisfy. They are
constantly changing and modifying with the changing social and economic
environment. Thus one has to take into consideration Gold's hierarchy of needs,
which shows very clearly how human needs. Fore adolescents it is vital that we
consider the safety needs, social belonging ness needs and esteem of self and other
needs. Adolescents often as has been noted exacerbated egos or weak egos. We
need to help them in finding their true position in society and recreation can play this
fundamental role .

Planners, when considering whether spaces and facilities are adequate and
appropriate, have to take into consideration whether there are there enough
resources available to meet the needs of the adolescents . Some of the resources are
there such as sports fields, swimming pools but it is not being utilised. The activity
levels of these recreational facilities and spaces are vital to determining
opportunities. Adolescents contribute a great deal to the economy, as they are often
the primary users of recreational facilities and spaces. But it is evident from the
research findings that many of the recreational spaces and facilities are not adequate
and appropriate for the adolescents in Chatsworth. This essentially proves the
hypothesis that recreational demands of the adolescents are not being properly met
and that the recreational spaces and facilities are not adequate. It is therefore up to
community leaders, parents and other stakeholders to play more positive roles in the
promotion of adequate and appropriate recreational spaces and facilities .
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Chapter 5: Recommendations and Conclusions
Recreation has many definitions and each varies. Recreation is a difficult realm of
human experience to define. It is evident from the research findings that there is a
feeling of satisfaction, relaxation, pleasure and fun. These are all emotions that were
experienced while engaging in the various recreational activities. Thus recreation is
essentially a deviation from the routine of life and an activity that is carried out in the
spare time of the adolescents. It is a positive feeling that one derives while engaging
in recreation.

Recreation is an activity that can occur passively and actively. Adolescents often
engage in recreation that is active. Adolescents possess a lot of energy, which needs
to be utilised efficiently. Therefore recreational spaces and facilities need to be
adequate and appropriate. It is evident that this is not true for the adolescents in
Chatsworth. The adolescents in Chatsworth lack many of the facilities they so
desperately require such as youth centres . 1his~ts skills develoRment and thei ~
acc_ess-tD- -opRQl1ld.oities such as social, economic and environ..!!!§ntaL It is pleasing to
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note that finally there is an initiative from the council to finally provide a youth centre.
The development of this facility has already begun.

This chapter will provide recommendations for adequate and appropriate recreational
spaces and facilities, an analysis of the current policy and analysis of the suggestions
that were provided by the respondents of the questionnaire, interviews and focus
groups. These recommendations can be used positively in the future to help create
adequate and appropriate recreational spaces and facilities in the future.

Based on the criteria that were set out in the analysis, the following
recommendations have come out. These are based on the issues that were relevant
in recreational spaces and facilities. These are important to future recreational
spaces and facilities .
1. Addressing safety- this was a key issue that faced the adolescents of Chatsworth
1.1.

Crime

Crime has emerged at the forefront of whether recreational spaces and facilities both
private and public are adequate and appropriate. It is quite evident from the findings
that safety is an issue. Clearly, there needs to be a distinction between public and
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private spaces. The former is generally accessible and therefore more difficult to
control, whereas private spaces have highly controlled access. It would therefore be
incumbent upon the local authority to address safety issues in public spaces through
design and other measures. It is from the findings that the recommendations have
been derived.

1.1.2. Public Spaces
.:. ~
Surveillance is essential
in parks both during the day as weILas_nigJlt_W blI.sLnoL _
_ . _------- .--.---~------- ---.

mUGh can be done in existing areas, new parks needs to be designed with
surveillance in mind .
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1.1 .2 Private Spaces
Nightclubs have proven to be a very problematic recreational facility in terms of the
consumption of alcohol, drug abuse and violence . This is evident in the findings as
well as newspaper articles. Therefore stricter controls need to be in place for
recreational spaces and facilities .
•:. In terms of private facilities, regulations needs to be enforced that provide for
adequate exit points and fire hazards and stable building structures\
.:. Nightclubs for under 18 years should not be permitted to sell alcohol and should
have permits
.:. Nightclubs should have permits, which have to be renewed regularly
.:. RecreC!tional spaces and facilities should have

regula~heck-u~ b.t

e.?!!.ce

.

~+ ~
~sf-

1.2 Improved Facilities and Spaces
The findings show that many of the ~_ facilities and spaces dCL..~ ___ _

~ave adequ~e and ~~_amen ~ti~~ This can be seen in parks where there are
no adequate lighting, and/or places for people to socialise etc .
•:. Parks, sports facilities and open spaces should have adequate lighting
.:. Tree canopies should be trimmed at strategic places so a_$-Q2!J9_~re l~e light
.:. Benches in the park should be placed adjacent to the paths in the park
.:. Pools should be safe in terms of clear warning signs about the depths and
carrying capacity
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2.

Stricter Building Controls

It was determined that there needs to be stricter building controls for privately owned
facilities. The Throb incident indicated that there were not adequate exit points and
the building structures were not strong enough to deal with the pressure of the
cramped situation. Carrying capacity is also vital as they affect the usage of the
facility as has been seen with the cinema .
•:. Nightclubs should have regular check-ups by building inspectors in terms of
lighting, ventilation and exit points
.:. Nightclubs should have strict carrying capacity regulations based on the area of
the facility

3.

Maintenance

Maintenance of public facilities is a key issue, as many of the facilities were not well
kept which was derived through observation, questionnaires, interviews and the
focus groups. It had been stated that through budget cuts the maintenance was
focused on certain areas only .
•:. Recreational spaces and facilities should be well-maintained i.e. litter collection
.:. If there are budget cuts in terms of maintenance then there should be a focus on
trying to get NGO's or local communities involved in maintenance
.:. There should be a focus on trying to target outside funding through large private
businesses or companies; for e.g. sponsorship
in the maintenance
of recreational
spaces and
.:. Communities
should be involved .,.,~--'--'
"'--..,..,..",.~-,.--,'.~ ~
-'~.-...,-."".-............., - -•.

•. --...... - . - - .

-

._-

'.

.-..

.,...

- ...........

••.

.• ..--.'"". .. "

..,., ... ,-.-.,....-...<-.'...

•. - - - .. -

... "".

-

-

.•

-,-

facilitates through community based projects
.. .-," .,-<-.---~"-",'- '.__..... -.<",.,~'.- •
•:. Adolescents can also get involved in community projects through the schools,
~-

thus keeping them busy and off the streets.

4.

Multi-functional Space

ry1,a,~y of the~~G~s angJgcUitiesare-'eft .~which was observed while
,,.;.-': -- - - - - " - - - - - -

v ~1C:A-(\15

C,9 n,guctlng research and this leaves prime land for negafive-elementsto l ffiTise such
a,s

va~d~li~-;to ~ccur.-Th~refor~tI~·~~'e ;paces"andf~ciliti~;-~~~Idbe tra~sf~rmed -_..

into spaces and facilities that are user friendly and attractive to the larger community.
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.:. FaQililLe~s...D.oLulitLs~~d_.shoul{j-Qe-Gor:l¥ecte.d_tQLQ!tl.er forms of activity. They could

- ---

serve a dual purpose, many of the sports fields designed for soccer could be
~ rt~Qjl1to rugby or cricket fields or cater for other popular sports

.:. School facilities should serve a dual purpose such as making use of them for
workshops after school or for other extra-mural activities
.:. _Gommur:l.it~Lballs-sb.QulcLalso_s.eJ:v.e_a_d.!.gl~ r:?_urpose by allowing for extra-mural
activille.s_tD-OCCUL .'

.,.-----5.

<'.:. ko~(-::c\ ~<2- f',-o.rco\::t;t

-------

Participation and Education

~rticiQation was a key_c.Q01p.QD.e.o.Uu determining whether facilities and spaces were

facilities
adequate and appropriate. Man of
--...-_
. ,. . ._ -=-.such as sports fields, pools are=D.Pl..-

--------------- -

being utilised to their full potentiat Ib.eJ:.efoLEUbJ~r~.D.!3~ds to be greater effort in
..
..-~-. .~.-.-----enco~~.9in9. pa ~!cipation. __ .
•:. Motivation is key to particir:>ation. If the spaces and facilities were motivated for
~-----~--'--

then they would be utilised. Spaces and facilities should be targeted to the
adolescents and marketed appropriately
.:. There should be ~wa ~_~~..? r?g ~~~J?Q.l:!t drug§..an_Q aJ.c..9~~e
scJ}ool, re!lgiog§~[9~IJJsatiQr:ls-8nd.socjal wQti<ers

......._.-

.:. Schools should introduce a guidance period and should get the social workers to
be more involved
.:. There needs to be flexibility in recreational spaces and facilities. Swimming pools
should be more flexible in their times .

•:. A needs assessment should be carried out at least once a year.
---.- -.......---,--...- .... - ... -...--~-.. -..... =-.~.

.

",,",

-~. '"-- .....- .---

-~.-.'

.-.-..-."""".~-

. ~ . .""',.,'~

.:. There should be development of more Y-Quth centres that enhance skills ~

-"' -----" ---...

..",d_e_'LeJ.o.p,m.e.nl~_,

...

...--.~"'---.~..;-~.

.:. Private and public partnerships should be devised so as to reduce the amount of
service fees for the facilities
.:. Recreational spaces and facilities should be made more attractive to the
adolescents.

6.

Public Transport

Public transport is key to the access of recreational spaces and facilities for the
adolescents. Often there is a tendency to use taxis more than buses as it was seen
to be a more attractive alternative .
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.:. Public transport should be made more attractive to adolescents to encourage
usage, through improved safety measures
.:. When there is major sporting events or concerts public transport should be made
available
7.

Location
-- --.....-.....-

......-- ..

~ L,1Sl c;:-('

-

~~-.

6-- ",(

rJ

~ (~

Location waS_9 kay_c_Qmpor:lHnLio_th8-uScm~.QLIecrealionaLiac.jlilie..s.JlllJL~E~s
because the adolescents were ,QQtyviULng to travel long distances to recreational
.....

,

.-,.........,.-"".....-~

spaces and facilities .
•:. The recreational spaces and facilities shouldJ?!Z.lLL91QgU2Ioxlmjtyt~ each other
.:. There should be transport.!.[l-...~ges between the recreational spaces and facilities

These are the recommendations that can be utilised for future recreational spaces
and facilities for the adolescents in Chatsworth. It can also be used to improve the
existing recreational spaces and facilities for the adolescents in Chatsworth. It is
imperative that recreational facilities and spaces are adequate and appropriate for
the adolescents because they are the future.

The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) of EThekwini has conducted a needs
assessment. They identified vulnerable groups and the youth were regarded as a
vulnerable group. The IDP defined the youth as 15-29 years. The issue that were
identified were skills development, access to recreational facilities and sports
programmes. Also there was a need for educational funding, job opportunities, sociopolitical stability and opportunities for effective participation. There was a need for
awareness of drugs, alcohol and HIV/AIDS.

These issues are very important that the adolescents face. These were also some of
the issues that were identified in my research findings such as drugs, alcohol and
AIDS/HIV. Skills development was also very important for the adolescents in
Chatsworth. However, the definition of the youth being those between the ages of 1529 years is not appropriate. Between these phases in the youth's life there are many
life changes physically, emotionally and mentally. It is also not appropriate to define a
child as someone between the ages of 0-15years. It is difficult to define a 13-15 year
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as a child as this is a phase where they reach puberty of young adults. This definition
of the youth is very skewed and does not adequately define the youth.
Therefore adolescents should be defined as a special stakeholder group.
Adolescents are a period when childhood and adulthood are separated. A 15-yearold cannot be equated to that of a 29-year-old and cannot be defined as a youth. In
many societies a 25-29 year old would be regarded as an adult. Those between the
age's 15-19 years have very different needs, tastes and attitudes as compared t
those between the ages of 25-29 years. Each age group is different mentally,
physically and emotionally. Those groups even engage in recreational activities
differently. Socially also these two groups are very different. It is therefore not
appropriate to define youth within this age category.

The policy Oll IeCI~atlQIu?n(L~P£~~" i~l]2!. '{!!~egw.. and there are many gaps
that are evident. There have been many objectives that have been set out. The
objectives state that there should be an increase in the levels of participation but it
does indicate how this is to be carried out. It also indicates that delinquent behaviour
is the results of low self-esteem but how can.spor:t actu~<U)!JmP!QY.~_Lq_~, ~elf-esteem?
'''''-'>;'~'''-''-''''

.~""""'"

The local authority is 'important because they are in direct contact with the people. It
functions as a form of accessibility but how can accessibility be achieved. What are
the mechanisms required for achieving access and this has not been stipulated. It
has also not defined what type of programs should be developed to determine

human resource potential. Are the programs to be passive or active or educational or
social? It also indicates to share technology, skills transfer and the development of
sport but who is this going to occur with. It does not stipulate if it should be between
areas, people or facilities. The Department of Sport and Recreation (DSR) does not
have a statutory Act that empowers them but relies on the good will of its agents .
This can have negative impacts as the agents could be biased. They also could not
focus on the people that need it rather focuses on self-benefit. It is up to the DSR to
determine when it is appropriate to intervene but it does not say whom and how it
should intervene. There are no regulations to check this against. United School
Sports Association of South Africa (USSASA) involves talent identification but what
are the criteria that are set out to identify this talent.JU~~ uite evident that there are

~~~_""......,~"-"';'..:;,..;6.~~~"""""-"-

many gaps that exist among the policy of sports and recreation.
' - - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _.~_ _ "_.~ _ _ _ ,
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There were many suggestions that were put through from the respondents of the
~-questionnaire and the focus groups. The suggestion that was top of the list was
nightclubs. It is quite evident that the adolescents still want more nightclubs even
after the Throb incident. Therefore it should be provided for those under the age of
18 years or 16 years. More sports clubs, ice rink, game arcades, cinemas need to be
upgraded , a gymnasium, a golf course, water sports, indoor sports, a drag strip and a
drive-in. It is

however~not

possible to take into consideration some of these
~~~l'<\.:;;;.

"-....,.""- :....
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""'~~\I _."""'~
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. sugge.stions, Some of the suggestions that were inappropriate was the drag strip, the
council will not accept such a motivation because it is dangerous and illegal. It is
dangerous to the drive as well as the spectators. This proves that adolescents want
to test the limits of speed and aggression. Also another example is the ice rink is not
very appropriate, as the ice rink in Durban is not being utilised to its full potential. The
chances of this are quite possible in Chatsworth as participation rates are very low
among the adolescents. Water sports and indoors sports require large developers to
invest and there is no motivation for such facilities to be developed in Chatsworth. It
is not feasible for big developers to invest because Chatsworth is predominantly a
low-income area. The community will not be able to sustain such a development.

The respondents of the interviews also made suggestions in respect of indoor
..-.~.....

- ,,- . _..--

•. ~-

-

.

.. ........ , - .--.-"'..... - - -•.".-=..-....,..,..~-. --

-

~e..9L~,9JJc:>n.
as.....chess,
badminton, a coffee bar and library, community halls and a
- such
..............
.... ""_.....
---.,.....-~

,~,....~~~

multi-purpose centre. Recreational spaces and facilities have to be subsidized if they

- ---

are to be affordable. Recreational spaces a ~(L@ cilitie§J)~lVe t~terlinked and

t~ Sgg~ these s ~ces and facilities lJave to fl.§..xible."T ojmp.LO_'LELP_adLclIlQ!LQ.!J___ _

spaces ,have.to. be pm rnote.d,_sQJb.gtltlase~dJ~v~eJoR~_[§J~a Q.d evelo !?-l~~se ~~1~.~~_.?_~.9._...__
faGilitie$. This shows that the way adults and adolescents think are very different.
Adults had suggestions that were appropriate and workable where as the
adolescents thought more along their current fashions and fads .

With the Cricket World Cup in 2003 to be hosted in South Africa there has seen an
upgrading of existing cricket stadiums and Chatsworth Oval is no different. (Refer to
annexure D "Stringent Security for the CWC 2003"). They will be hosting the Indian
team when they play the Dolphins in December. The carrying capacity of this stadium
is 8 000 but with this cricket match there are more expected to turn up. This has
implications for safety, as the carrying capacity wi" exceed the limit of thA

r::.rn/inn

adolescents with the feeling of challenging their peers and derive a feeling of being
victorious.

It is evident that the recreational spaces and facilities for the adolescents in
Chatsworth are not appropriate or adequate. The adolescents require the support of
their parents, professionals, community leaders and religious leaders and the local
authority to be educated. It is important that to try and shape and develop the
adolescents young minds through motivation, education and promotion of a positive
image of recreational spaces and facilities.

Planners therefore have to playa more positive role in determining a needs
assessment. There needs to be a promotion of the existing recreational spaces and
facilities so that the adolescents would want to participate in these facilities. Land use
management systems should allow for these changes to occur. Planners need to
create more flexible spaces and facilities so that the existing recreational spaces and
facilities can playa dual function in the future. Planners need to adequately define
adolescents as stakeholder groups in the planning process. Adolescent as has been
seen with the IDP the definition of youth is not appropriate. There needs to be a
reshaping all agendas of the leaders involved in the provision of recreational spaces
and facilities for adolescents in Chatsworth.

In conclusion to answer the research questions, are recreational facilities and spaces
for adolescents in Chatsworth are adequate or appropriate? The answer is no. There
are many gaps that exist. Safety has proven to be an important aspect in determining
whether recreational spaces and facilities are adequate. Most of the adolescents did
not feel safe in these recreational spaces and facilities. The nightclubs are most
definitely not safe because of the exploitation of hard substances in these facilities.
The Silverglen Nature Reserve has also become a hub for crime, which deters
people from utilising this space. In terms of appropriateness it is evident from the
findings that the needs of the adolescents are not being met. This includes a youth
development centre, which is vital in the Chatsworth area. The private facilities were
also not seen as affordable to the adolescents. Also accessibility was key to the
participation in the recreational spaces and facilities. It is important to note that while
some spaces and facilities such as the sports fields and parks were adequately
93

provided for they were not always appropriate in terms of the needs of the
adolescents. Determining the appropriateness and adequacy of recreational spaces
and facilities were also determined by whether they were from private or public
sector.

Also all the relevant sub-questions were answered effectively. All the existing
recreational spaces and facilities had been noted through the Town-Planning
Scheme as well as through observation. It is quite evident that the current needs of
the adolescents have not been met. This is most evident in the types of facilities that
are available to the adolescents. One of the key issues that emerged from this
dissertation has been the issue of safety in recreational spaces and facilities.
Nightclubs have been very relevant in this dissertation and it is evident that this is not
a very safe facility. The same can also be said for parks such as the Woodhurst Park
and sports fields. The current planning standards have proven to be inappropriate as
they are very broad and not very flexible. These standards are still based on
traditional planning standards of numbers.

The aim was to improve the current situation of recreational spaces and facilities. I
think with the recommendations that have been set out hopefully it can be utilised to
improve existing recreational spaces and facilities as well as future development. I
think that the adolescents are a key component of society and we should not forget
that they have needs that have to be taken into consideration. Recreation is key to
them and providing a safe haven for them to engage in recreational activity with
ease.
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Annexure A: List of Interview Respondents
NAME

TITLE

PROFESSION

DATE

R.IYER

HINDU PRIEST

KHARWASTAN

31-07-2002

TEMPLE
G.MOODLEY

PASTOR

TARSUS FULL

31-07-2002

GOSPEL
CHURCH
A.GOUNDEN

EDITOR

RISING SUN

15-07-2002

S.CHANDERMAN

EDUCATOR

WESTCLIFF

15-10-2002

SECONDARY
SCHOOL
V.SINGH

BUSINESS

COMPU CAFE

15-10-2002

WOMAN
S.vIJAI

POLICEMAN

SAPS

17-10-2002

V.NADESAN

SOCIAL

DEPARTMENT

17-10-2002

WORKER

OF SOCIAL
WELFARE

F.HATTING

E.WILSON

URBAN

CITY

DESIGNER

ENGINEERS

PLANNER

CITY

28-10-2002

28-10-2002

ENGINEERS
S.SINGH

OFFICIAL

DEPARTMENT
OF PARKS AND
RECREATION
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29-10-2002

Annexure B: Questionnaire
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QUESTIONNAIRE: RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND SPACES FOR
ADOLESCENTS IN CHATSWORTH

Instructions:
1. Please tick
2. This questionnaire is completely confidential
3. Please answer all questions

Questions:

1. You r age is:
13

114

1

1

15

!

I

19

2. You r sex is:
I Male

I Female

3. Which of the following recreational activities do you participate in :
1. Playing sports
2. Going to the cinema
3. Going to nightclubs
4. Going to the park

I

i

,,

I

f

!

f

I
I

5. Going to sports clubs
6. Going to game arcades
7. Other

!
;

I!
,
,

i

!

4. How often do you visit these recreational spaces and facilities:
1. Daily

-I

2. Weekly

I

3. Monthly

I
i

5. What time of day do you use these facilities and spaces :
i

1. Morning

i

2. Afternoon

J

3. Evening

Ii

6. Who do you participate with in these recreational spaces and facilities:
1. Friends
2. Family
3. Colleagues

--

-

J

4. Alone

I

I

7. Do you feel safe in these recreational spaces and facilities and why:
•••••

•

•••

•

••••

•

••••
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•
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8. What recreational facilities and spaces would you change , improve or include:
•••
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9. Do you feel that the recreational facilities and spaces in Chatsworth are adequate
and appropriate for adolescents in Chatsworth and why:
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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.... .......... ..... .... ..... .... ...... ..... ..... . ... ... .... . . ....... .. ...... ......... ...... ....... ... ... ...... '"

1o. Do you think that the Throb incident has changed your perception of nightclubs
and why:
............................ . ........... ..... ..... ..... ..... .......... .......................... , ............. .
.... ..... , ........................ ... ........ . .......... ......... .. ... ....... ........ ...... ..... ..... .......... ..

11. Do your friend's affect your decision as to which recreational space and facilities
you should participate in and why:
.......... .... '" ....... ................. ......... .............. . ...... . , ... ' " ........... ... ... .. .... .. ...... .

. .... ........ ... .... ........ .... ...... ... ..... .... ...... .. ... .. . ....... .... .. ... .. ... . ... . . ... .... .. ...

Thank you

'"

... .. .

Annexure C: List of Focus Groups Participants
NAME

DATE

AGE

TYPE OF GROUP

UGAN
ALTAF
THAIR
ZAHIR
SAAIESHA
NIRUANA
SHANNON
AVINASH
CLYDE
IAN
CHRISTOPHER
ARTHI
ARYAN
NIEL
ASHEN
TRISHANA

30-07-2002

13

30-07-2002

13

30-07-2002

16

30-07-2002

15

30-07-2002

16

18-10-2002

13

18-10-2002

15

18-10-2002

15

18-10-2002

16

18-10-2002

18

18-10-2002

18

25-10-2002

14

25-10-2002

15

25-10-2002

16

25-10-2002

16

25-10-2002

19

SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
SCHOOL
CHURCH
CHURCH
CHURCH
CHURCH
CHURCH
CHURCH
TEMPLE
TEMPLE
TEMPLE
TEMPLE
TEMPLE

Annexure D: Newspaper Articles

1 II;!

rug-wise Marshall Club
Tile
Om !! - wise
:vla rshall Club of
Chats wollh. is <In initia1ive
of
fhe
Departm ent
of
We lfare . Chats wOltll.
The Club catcr.~ for
schoo l childre n lip to
the age of 18 years.
The .::luh was form ed
as a result of th e
gro\vin g
ne\."d
e xpre s~ed in tilt' co m-

Venue: OeiKllTrnl~ nt of
Social
Wc~ jf;Jrc .
Boardroom.
C hdSwo rth

Contact Person: J\1rs
K. Naidu - 4()2 800fl.
It will be app reciated if COllnllCIl ts in

rcgards to the draft
constitution reach
this office In- 18
Nove mber 200Z.

f1mnity to combat the
agJ in s{. std_>
. sJancc.. libus e, . -The
best ways identified
(0 l.' oll1bm this would
be lifeskills. self.
development and erealternative
:ni VI'.'
leisure
aCll vtUt'S.
Th c;;e enable them to
la ke quali tative cleci.<;jO []S rh:u will ulli111:ltcly cOlltribllte to :1
llleaninghd lifeslyie.
Due tu the cnvi sa<'ed
demand lind need t'or
:1 programme o f thi s
I1<ltllrc,
a
Pare ll[
Volunteer COlllmilfee
wns establisliedfO
Jssist the social workers in fulJiJin g the
.)c() urg ~

objecti ve., of th e
Cll1b.
A . draft c01lstitutio n
ha s bel~ n compiled
alld is availablefrolll
th e Department of
Soci al
Welfare.
Chatsworth ' for com·
mellts. Tlie .collstitu-lion wiJj be adopted
at a meeting ro be
...
held: ' ." ~ '
Date: 20 Noveni ber

2002

Time: 6:00pr!1

\V'flrrled ()f escalating·,,..-.
· t ·th
}'lf.v·.e:····...r.-.,,1
g'-!e~
·~
a;.
.Lu.e·. . \ ·l~1
11 ·a t]lr
vii. .. . %~
··S·····

iriCormatlon sign boards will be use Lakeview Drive, past the
cl"ctted atthcint()rsectiol1 of Lake lake to tbe south of the reserve.

At a mass meclim, reccnllv held
at the Sihaden Nature Re:;crvc,
the dl;r;.gc r~· :l!Id risks . of using

Lnke

VICW [;n\T

mad was high

OIJ

as a through

th e agenda .

It has since been a!?rccd that due

t'-J the' ~rate of vchiCle hijackings

and fobb<: ri e.' in th e area

\/ievi Drive :.uidSilvcnderi Drive
warning people pnJc-eeclingro A stern warning has been iSSUt~d
Silvcrgh!H Nature Reserve or to all driving schools, picuickc;rs
visiting the re5idence~ at S<:VCJl and reside nts to refrain from
Tanks:"to llse alternati ve route using the Lakeview Drive as a
into tile reservc via Road 752. Slh)rt ,'lit. in the futu!",,:.

The Parks Dcpmtment says tllat For enquiries conee rni llg till'
if. can nO"1o ngcr guarantee the ma l ter, contact Mr. S R
safety of people Of visitors, wht) rvl kJIW [tn az i 011 3 I 2 'l,l(i6 .

Madiba magic conjures up new youth centre

Nelson i\,1and8la announced on ~Aond2Y tha t a IT1\1ltin~illion .. ra;:G yc utn ~~:s' nire 't-lo u/(j t·e
2st8bi ished in rv10beni Hek1hts. Ch,HS'hGfth, ne(.;r DU:-::~;3n
~.I hfl' projt::Gt
.
" "
": r the T rlfO(1
'" nif]lh~"'f
', t··i,I'::.Jt:Uy
... ·· ... ··,,!:7I
··~tI :" .. lh·r\!:!.-·;I)'~I·r"l'~' · .,')
\·vas InltJatea
alte
\l.dU\)
::.:;c •. d.:: , ~ Ii ..) : t;! c~l .
., ;1<-. ;, ' v
teenagers Vier6 kiHeci \vhen a teargas canister ~V8~~ (c::!ens e(~ ;:; H~t~ ciub. tf:su lting i!~ 1.:!
f;tampede,
rvl,:ndela. 'Nho ;Y8S abroad 'Nrlen thu inc~d:~nt i;"! ~j :J;)0;H3(:, n12(ie a speci~ ; ·/l !:.I{ :0 311 tr.t; families
who Jost ciliidren,
After the tragedy. the Neison fv1ande !a Ch iidren's F:.H1G C;:liTtr:; tG ~;ie aid oj t:le grief-s::'i;j;8il
.i

fjfriilies: -

Will cater for
sport and
include a
library and
video
collection

-- -

... -_.

........

fv'13nCeiJ s3Jd it 'Nas no'..\' time for the ~2[J ! ~Hnl:n : t '... :c ~njti~ anG pr·")tec ~ :he
leaders of tomorrow,
"We need to corne iogethe .:: nd r)l;:lKe Cl tH:iter life fo r all youth. no: i\:~:
tho ones in Cllalswcnh, so :hat we cen '! lese 2,,/ more of ou r future
lea ders," hi) said,

f,;1i;'1 nde!a had apprO;Jc rH;~d Si~Vt~r~-1 f compa n ies ~/.ii;G v:er(~ keen to in ve~~: ~n th0 C J~~.,;.t.~ uGt:on ..~:~~.~

development of a YOl'th recreatian3i f8Cil:ty,

TIH:: proposed ~~tate-of-th(~-21rt rl?.!creatiof::1! ~8ntre 'svill CJtl]r for <:; \.;·.Jr;ety of spcctin9 ~j~ h:
tecre;l!ional <:1ctiviti es an d wii] include a iibr~l!y and '.'I deo coliecliof1. to bt; spof1sorcc !,)'i
teio?vi~; l on pro(jucer f\n<ln, S1n911, and an in fo rmation (ecl1r1o log y ce ntre .
A commJttee t1 3S been fo rmed to liaise \'lith the conwlUI1Hy <: bout the d,~v~lcpmenl a!~G
fa cl:ities of tile centre, which will be fun}:ied by Nando's Fast :=00(1:; and I&J frozen fo eds
St<.:ff re porter

Club of death doors and exits 'inadequate'

Tl
,.,. ,""~, \tV.11·'"
"J "'\'
1. it',
~J~.l. ..... H.;
By Keer:.:1n Se'Nsunxor
T t10 doers and exit rOtltes at -the Throb ni.gh l ctUb in Durban h~:~d :Jt:en " ;n (:;d(~: qu8te"
for <3bOul1 000 schoolchildren who tried to escape afttlr a te3rc:;.,s canis;",!' .. vas
detonated there in March,
..

This emerged in the Du rban Hifjh Court on Thursoc1Y where Ii';",! Si lvf::( SI:PPer
' .~S'!V.a~8\'h.Clf)
- "D
", ••.,"")B!V2.n "0 og lV.f<Hl ,,' NatdcCl
.
__ .
LO 1,,.h,/n "C'
... n euy
and Vi'nGe ~ ! !.. Pilla]'

C) "vne
"V

.{

8re bemg {ned ror the murder of13 children who (Jiod in the trag (:'ciy,
Tht)Y a lso face 54 char~Jes Qf t:lssault \viU': inte nt to do grl(.;vou-S booHy i1,=lrrn and a
charg e of con trav ening the T ~~:~1rgas 'f'.cL
.

.,.

~

Each exit
could only
cater for a
certain rat('.1 of
people

In his testimony, Micl1ael Andrew Webber, operations
manager for Durban metro fire services, said the doors at the
Throb nightclub did not appear to have been adequate as
some of thom had been barrel-bolted and padlocked.

He also said that even if the approximately 1 000 people at
the club t1ad behaved in a rational manner-whele trying to escape, the exit routes
still would have been "overwhelmed".
Each exit could cator only for a certain fate of people passing through it at a given
lime.
"If more people tried to use the exit, for example in a panic situation which was the
." case if) til is iilCidElnt,aboUlcirieck effedwouTd h-aVebeen created aM theentrances would have been logjammed," he said.
Earlier on Thursday, ;3n emotional Sumesnnie Pillay. 15, who was injured in the
stampede. said: "1 came here today to speak about what happened because the
children who died cannot speak for themselves.

'j

can't play

"I want to ask on behalf of them that justice be
sport anymore was
a very bad thing that happened,"
as f can't run'

done. This

Her close friend, Guresha Naidoo, died in the stampede.
Sumeshnie said she felt bad because "I couldn't help the ottier children as I was
helpless myself'.
She had gone to the end-of-term matinee for the first time as she had wanted to
see what a matinee was like,
I

"I had come out of the toilet and there was chaos. Children were rushing towards
the main exit. I fell from the top of tile stairs and my hair caught underneath some
of the other children, I managed to free myself and lay curled up in a corner for a
while.
"When I awoke, I ran towards a window but the window was seized, One of the
boys picked up a rod and j Ilelped him to break the window," she said.
TIH'lfushia MOQ(Jley, 15, of lsipingo, said a friend grabbed her hand after chaos
erupted at the nightclub and they ran towards the entrance, "Hundreds of children
had already congested the stairs. I tripped over their feet and lost consciousness.
"1 regained consciousness only five days later and was in the intensive care unit on
a life-support machine," she said,
Her left leg was broken in three places and she had severe burns to it. Her leg had
needed plastic surgery. She also had a bruised face.
001 was a very active sports person. I can't play sport anymore as I can't run.
'" also did not attend school for the wllole of the second term," said Tt1erushia.
Judge Jan Hugo asked her how her recent end-of-year exams had gone, She said:
"Fino",
The trial continues today.

' I,

Community Youth Awarenes:
Progr:amme on the cards
llv .Fiona Gouml~n

w~r~ g"ir.g· \<) be bill we , hGuld rother
don~Hcd.
slrive lOWilJd~ p'ro~
u ' Captain
EJmund
rooting t.heir need s
""w , proje~tto pro· .. Singh uliulked tho ' · andintcr~s rs· . ' ,
mo:~ t he Safety ' and ." members of rhe SAPS . ··· H¢ 'djilliJi~Clf, to urge
\'v'dl -heing' of Jhl!'
who made it po~sible' . the - cO!1imlJoily. .Iv

'(;rimc tU1d vioJet
amongst .Ihe )'(1\1
They also 'need Iv f
gel llie pa$l jndil1

work ' with SAPS h)
achie"~~ -·their long

cnc1!s ' th at eXt:';1
bt:twl!cn ',' th\': SA

goal:>. .
"It- is poi nt less bloming the - police: '33 \;'\.'
don't have ,the me.3ns
to U1W;IYS to (kat wi th
-; i{tl~Hi(;n.<\ such a~
Ihese, The SAPS ill
pilTtncnhip - witli '!l,-" '
CPF ",i,he, to (TC:lIe
a community (If
ymlUl':i ,-,,·hl.!rl'UY ltlC l f .
g(!:' I ~· -and values W"l!
to pcr:,.cvcre und prospa ja life" .

and the C(ll1l1I1Ull
and r~a lj l t.! umf (
fUlur~ klHk'fS IlC
g.uidu ll~(.'.
The
youth
Ch~\l'iW()tlh ha ve b~
thmuS'h ..many b,1:
'slripS-' tfilil· the ' Thl '
iu-:idcnt-in 20() I "
'-Ill .c)'~, opener to I
ct)mrnUHl{\'.
1
. vOllfh ·arc·':" ",·,!lnr.ral
und .need . _help

TIl:"

Chab\vOlih

SAPS has taken

00

r(~r the program01t! to

voath in Cha!5Wl1f1h.
( )n
F ri d~y HIght

be

I:u:licved thill
ihc' entire ' pmje,: t
would be :1 hU£',t! sucCi!SS. nThe (;-ffi('cr~

~enir..:c W;!IC lhallked

::lIld rl!sl!rt.·i~l's (k:S CfVl!

th~ utJlW!'It pr'llSI! as ii
it ",crell't for til"1ll all

(lie

Tlio' ' v',iiIUi' - "M
ChalSW(,ilh nIe faced
with vo ri o u!' pr(lh··
krn:-; 011 <.i ~I:tily b~~js
;~nd th:.:-v llct.:d to bl~
-,,{cacu --in the ri glll

and

~trongjy

mcrnbcrs of the SAPS
he!d <i fmn::lion at
Which Vm11.)U5 Illl!m"
be rs of the police
for initiating
"ntlle project.

laun ched

C,_

thi s'wuuld !l(5fb~'p(jF

sibk, The you th nro
:10 ~xlrl' n H! l y impul"tiJn[ C nl~ty in the tom-

munity and Wt' arc
opll misr;,; Ihal our
~nd

C; I ):"~

JilCl.:li.)il.

pl;Ub

Thl;rc wc re \':!r1ous.
s l~)ns{\rs prcs~n{ who

wou ld he \,.'ill nl..-ci Uti t
with Stl('Ct~ Ss".
InSpl'ctilr
DL'] it: k
Chett\' strcsscu thJ I
lh ere: I ~ a nl.'cd t;,1 edu(,~I\ C thl! Yl)u lh :Hlct no!
jUtltt! lhem . " \V~ c:mn,.H':tnC5i. I\,lck IlP anJ
Ihf(,\\\" :\W;I)' 1)1(' k~)'

:lgr..'td to "rU IlM~ r
varinw; items nec{.kd
1'01' [hI! iby of (he
1:1l1J\l:h. Air..Ollg the
iWIH.'; :-:.ron~or('d \\·t." re
:t k ilL Ilto.:Jl;..iL~. p1<tIt,;~
:1I1d v:triDtls othl'r~

H!rm

The

t-!.unch of tlt e
Y(lmh ;\warcncss p n.l gr:H nj)lI:.~ lak1!s place
on th!: 2Znd JUJle 2002
and the re ·would be
\·;UiOllS

ll[

Youth Centre

built in memory of

Throb Nightclub tragedy!
-'nightclub owner's sentence cut
..

.

· Re.~lial1a

T hirteen feen :lger:i
died and more thall
~{Oopl~'lrajn
50' injured '. after ' a
C:_a r,. "manufacturing:
teargas (,Jnisti..~r was
·compail.r 'Daimkr·
set off in the club,
Chrysk,' i s building
criggering a st:unJl~d~
a · y(lJlth d!nil'~ to the
during an cud .. of,·
tuoe of RIO million
(con matinc" disco,
.ilk .: ClwtsW()rlh, Mr Shiburi ~dded
DOrbiu( in mf.lllory
.that 1h~~ ...:entrc \.vould
of th,) :;youlh who
be built \>,iU11!Jc ai m
~'ied .'at ..die nearhy ·~ ;)f dra\\ing -the -_ youth
throb ·:' Ni~htcl\lb in
ouiof the streets und,
'>000 .... ,... '
pbccs like nighlThe ~or.~tr~cti(}1\ of dubs, .
the . bliildjll ~ which
nlTL~ men wi:!e COI\WS..S. f"que.sted
by
sequemly con vicred
fooncJ" '. President .of the crime. I n ii,ght
Nelson

!vlaudel:-I.

starte,!' l:tst w,,,,k and

.i<t',xp~cte~d to be 6n-

i5hed .

mnnJ:hs.

"' ithin

c,

12

...

Da'i111tcr- C brvsler,
sp oke,s .p e rson

Fanv:ma ·Shinufl said
lasc- week ' th:ll "the
buHding ,,\'a~ $~e:n a.s
.l :lHOnmn!!nl 10 hdp

6f

this

_is:--> ilc,

th e

owner of the riYal
ChatswoJth . ni ghl-.
club, the
Sli\'er
SUpper~'
SeKan
.1Dogmaa'
Naid{){) .
.\. was sentenced to 19 '
' 1/2 years lmpfl son-

menr
while
SiV:H1athan Chdt y.
Vincent ' Pillay. and
the' other aCC:ll~ed
were selllene"d to 15
years illlpri,"nm~nL
Or Thuf"lay. rho
Supreme
Court
Mogis lnHe l( M
·~lanlis . had
ll()\V
red ucedChelty's sen·
tence [() . nine y~ars
aud uine rnOil!hsOll
,Ihe b~sj, thm Chcuv
could Ill)! have ['or,;'seen the .death -of the
J3 children and thaI
he had no knowledl!C

di:;pbys by

the SAP,. the Airfon.:c;
The South Af rican
Ain-vinc and m~lIli)C;l-:\

th~

,\t.'r~·ic~.

cmcr~cn c y

work with ·the SA
in trying [0

;';:(Imi

~~"Imj ng respon:;i j

... dult s.
The

SA

Cha,swort h
\\
Jppn:(illtt :my ~P(
sorship'l
fL1[
t
launch on the 1:!
June" .. For rurtl
ill fornklli0Jl

Capr.<lin

COIlLi

' EdnHl

Singh nil 'IS 112.F

It wi!1 il1corp(l':\ (~ Ihe
invol\'\!Jll\!JH
of
'lchouls, lcrtiiU)' 1D ~tl '
IUlil)oS :mu variolJ.l~
l)llk'r you th org.m i:;'-Ili l)J)S.

Th"
Chalsw(lrth

SAPS
\.:n(:(I ur-

;Igl':; (he \:oJflnlunity

tu

join

the

fi ghl

a~uill~t cri.me i.I~ the)·
c:.IO pb~' a ITIJjDr roll!!
!n s{;uing till S proj,.;..;t
;il

Jl10tlon.

Th(.'y c:tn

of t11{; rmrnbeJ: ofpe()-

ple ar the nig hrClu b al
j,h',lt :,' tilile ., Ju stice
M,,,,\is:Iwwever.di,missed ;-;111. appeal
,appjjcali~:1I1·, "I()dJ.~c(~,by
:Pillay audNuidoQ,:

- - -- -----_..........
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through rh,' healing
\i f piln::n is

pr')Cl~SS

who lost til\!ir chi I··
drcn 'that da\',

'Fil mi H~$~ .. fr.iends ·
<u~d

the community

o.t Clwtsw"rth SIl(.
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of lh ~tt
tragedy, said Shiburj.
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by Dinesh Gangaram
·WE nrc It.sing our kids to
d rug and alcohol abuse
bcc:luse of our cmIIpl.~cefl(:y.
Aft.-r the 'Throb Nightclub
incident we thought that
parents \,"ould become more

aware and tnke a more active
role 1n monitorin g their
children's lives. Tou~y
{HOVC.s that thi s has not
"'ppcned.'
'n ilS $tnlcmcm wa~ made to
a group of p~rcnlS gathered
31 SAPS Chnt"""rth ];t"t
Sa turq ay aftern oon
fo llowing a mid on a Jural
matinee cl ub in th eChatsw<l.rth arc':l. WnrklJlg
on infonnation gained fn:'lHi
sources in th e cn l wn~lnity
,lice S\.... ( ... 'r!!d on thl.;'

~

.1• .
;

'

.

til"{J.. ..
- ':~

are.OSIRg: OJUryo,u ~,
:

.

number of jJ:ltTOns cratnm,'I.I that a numb<.-t of them were
heing misled by their
into the place.
'We are positive that the usc children . All but one
of dmgs was occurring in professed that they had no
the cluh however a number idea that their chilli
of patrons lelltlle premises frequented the club. When
imlllcdiatdy after seeing us faced with the harsh realitv
('liter the establishment nod of what was going 011 in th~
we were unable to 'l'iclition dub th e y were s hocked.
th em. We arc going to
co ntinue targeting clubs ill "The community nccd!-l to
the fUlur~ in order S3VC as make- the youth our firS1
ma.nv kids as we can," sai d priorit y. Seeing n lot o f wry
SAPS
ChatSWorth young chilJrcn in clu~s is a
~o m mlJni catio ns officer sad indication o f how our
Capt Edmund Singh. sodc(y ha~ ei th er gJv("n up
h ope or aba nd oned the
From th e r c}!ctio-n:IJ of cause.. We ne ed to m ake a
p:ucn ls g athered fI t the {:onCC111'd anJ ongoing effort
stJli(.n it hecame (';vi den l to n'.:\rh tile youth both a~ a

.

.

.

,

:_

.: ,

."

yi ".::':.<:.

.

'.

/

community
inciividual,.

and

as

·Young people lUust be
motivated and in doing SO

awareness

p~ugr"mmcs

must be initiated to point the
youth in the right dirc':tioo .
Cluhbing at an early age i,

not the solution. Parent s
seem to be shi.rking th eir
responHlhility to their
children. We al the S APS
ChaL,Worth urg" rhe yo uth
to become involved in
Community
Youth
PrograJllm e~ and derive
fulfillmcnt i ns tead of
w<wing ,lwny/ p!c.;:l(!cd Capt
Sinr,h .

whc.tc th ey ff)Und a
numb<;r of under-nge mjnors

in an cstc~bjitshm('nt liccn~c:d
to "ell alcohol on t he
prt:mises.
Ap:Ul from Ihe min or ... the
police abo aHege(Uy found
apprm.irnmely IOgnllns of
manjtlana in Ihe cluh. The
discovery of the mariju3.llC1.
co up led with ' the strong
smell oi Tiger Balm cvilient
in the club has k-d th~ police
to believe thai some o f th e

p;:ttrolls were expcrimC]it"ing
with iHegnl drugs at the club.
"When we "nlerrAl the club
we could smell the pungent

Tiger Balm. whic~ is u~c d
in cunjunctJon with ec st:a~y
to increase the e.ffect of the
dn~g~ : in)hc air. '\Vc began
queslioning those p ~trons ,
who wcbelieVcd to b>" under
age an(rIound~d up ' over a

dozen niipo[s. \VlliJe
sonrchil1g thc Club we found
thE dagga lying discardtd o n
.1-, •., .......... .....·1 ' 1111' l-l"h .\V :)~ noi

I
j

atio:11 of
oun·g. run'ks

"

j ' ••'

•

.'

'..

.', ' ..•.

. More.cases .ofour. youthhitting.thebQttle
Drastic measures are needed :They.: a.re~riliking:
to curb underage drinking
'BRUTAl.Fruit.Hooch; '<,
write Yvonne Grimbeek
Extl~emefKlippiesand Kola. '.. ,
and Chimaimba Banda
~ Spirt· Breeiet.:$ugs~ Lo\'Ef . '
,:" ,.. ",~ ' -;'

"!, -, '>~" :'~;;;~:~ ' : "

:f

.. "

:PoUoil.'Aqlui' '; ~', ~ for tile ' ,

are : ,

NINE-YEAR-OLD is . uninitiated, thes~
admitted to a dink alcoholicbevef~ges ~called
with drug and alcohol · co9Iersorsl~ootpl's/: . .
~ They·have.an alcohol per·
problems; a
14,year.oOld is arrested in a bar for volUme' content of 3Yo to 6%,
drinking; school children aged 14 are 'a bnost siCkly
and
and 17 are caught in tile toilet at ,ai·e:'a imeilat.tlleYoung" end of
sehool drinking hard liquor the inarltet. AccordiJ.lg to tile
early in the morning. This is the :cofill)aHle~~Wl1<>'i51ak~lJ1e§& ,,i'
picture of South Africa's nation drinks, tha W'td
l
is the growtil
: .. -,
of young drunkards.
Gone are the days when .;' Their.advertising is aimed
matrics snuck a beer to school to .a1n10§texclusively
test the boundaries of accept- · Yoitrigst(ks \v~th1noney' to "
able behaviour. Now police and spen(laridatastefor alcohol.
social workers say yonrig chilo These,di'inksareavailable at
dren, often accompanied by pizza. outlel~,hainbtirger ..
t,1-:leir parents, are drinking in ,':--j oints
andeven~
corner
cafes. . .
:' ." ..
'":'
:.
.
bars and clubs.
And the drinking is not COllfined to any race, gender or pal" gerous tendf:mcy among South
titular l:.'Conomic sector _. police . Africa's young was likely to get
and social workers say they are out of h a nd unless urgent
comihg across children from enhanced measures were put in
squatter camps to lliose from p1ace to deal with alcohol abuse.
classier suburbs. The onelliing , 'Alcohol is llie most abused
these children have incb111rl1on' substance in South Africa. It's in
is the quest to drink alcohol, and every ·l>l'ovincp," said Garda,
to drink as much as they can. .. whose orga'nisation has 38 b.'eat"We have had llieexpei-ience ment centres countrywide.
of kids as young as ninecOlh.ing"We need to reinforce prevento school mU'sing a huge 'hang- tion measures and awareness of
over," according to,MsShanlim alcohol abuse,"she said.
Capt l\:Iac McIntosh. liquor
Garda, the national executive
director for SA National Council amorcementofficer for Pretoria
on Alcoholism and DrugDepen-central, 's ays there is a "huge"
problem with youngsters and
dency (Sanca).
Garda warned that this dan- akohol."We recently arrested a
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14-year-old in a bal: He was with
his mother, who was buying his
drinks for him. She said her husband was away on a business
trip and that she wanted to have
a good time ... " he said .
The Liquor Act states that))o
one shall supply or sell alcohol
to anyone under the age of 18.
The mother, who bought her son
dri.nks, was also arrested.
Related to the dri.nking is the
increase of social crimes among
teenagers. Many will resort to
stealing to keep up their alcohol
habit; they bribe older friends to
go into bottle stores to buy alcohol for tl1em; young girls who
are drunk are more than likely
to be raped or assaulted.
l\lclntosh said there was more
active law enforcement taking
place because of the increase in
juvenile drinking.
Pretoria's Lepalame Clinic's
Ms Estelle van Schoor said three
years ago the clinic was dealing
willi 12- and 13-year·oIds who
had alcohol and drug problems.
"Now \-ve are seeing nine-yearolds .coming in here with drug
and alcohol problems. We s!~e
kids from the squattm' camps in
Soshanguve , to · kids fro m
weallliy households in the east.
"Parents are not the biggest
problem, it's the variety of choices children are confronted with,
They can walk out of their fron t
door and have access to alcohol
and drugs. It's easily available,
kids are wiser because of the
internet. They have more freedom and more money, " she said .
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generally

WO.rl'Y 'il1x)llt

securing

their' childIcns' education. They even go
.. W·lh,: extent- ,\!'- tak ··

ing an

,
,

inv(~snncnt

just so thaI aftl~r their
children complete
their schooling ycm;;,
the v will not h.lI'c lO
WO~TY . about their
fin ancial burdens or
furtherin g their childrens' edllc;ltion.
But did you ever
thhlK of asking your
ell ilelIcn j r t hey arc
grateful for the sacrifIce you make. Nol
:Ir has been reported
lhl1l some chi Idrcn
h;w (~
ulterior
1110ti \.'cs. ego truan(i~
ng and neglecting
"ducatio n.
their
According to Captain
Edmund Singh of the
SAPS , Chatsworth,
"Rcc,~ntly i\ number
of learners fH'lll a
school in SII.lllcross
were found to be
under the influcnce
of alcohoJ during
school hOl\fs whi 1st
in unii'nrm. It is
believed ·. that .... ,bev
~\~erc - bcir~g--- (.>· nte~_r< ,
rained from it house
··dosc JQ!J.ie SChlli)I".
Sillgh ; jl'd ded. "AI"o
,· 1eai~o·e-(-s- ,~ ·~> from
a
$('11601·iii Woodhnrsl
~i.re ·h.:Jl l.ll~(:t ,oro frcq\l~~nt
<l inck-shop tha1 sells
dmgs ullcl alcohoL
...•S<;pppl~in \VestclitI
. ar9;· expeEj\~ncing •the
... s:#ii'ihtyr~.· of prob ..

rth sch ols
she rold thC' child

ll,tlio n has bee n
gi venIi, ~ aid t.he p,lrcnr.
Capt.ain Singh ~nic1,
"[\\1\: nlS (h~ cd to take
an aClive role in th,~ir
children', ·· wclf;lr~,
:ind well being. Thcy
also need 10 b" (~ du
cated and thcir inpul
lJl;l)' prove to be
inv alu able".
Singh
added.
"Complaints have

aho been filtcring.
throu gh education
circles that whl'n
important tTl,~ eting s
arc call ed to discuss
crucial iss ucs. parents cOlllmitment <Ire
less titan ~ati s taClo·
rv".
:\ wamin\! issued bv
Captain ,Singh stipl;lates. 'Having s;lid
this . the cnH of the
problc·\ll-. 'll,~ cds to
come. to the fo re as to
rhe actual reason iiS
\{I
wllv
karn~r ,
:illsCOJld:
One may (lsk wb"t
checks and bahlnccs
do sdrools ha \,,~ in
pl:I'~ l'.
tn prevent
karrlt)rs
from

., .
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aniither excuse that is
U&Cd·i.verv.ofh~n · is·
that Illeprincipalsarc
not allowing them al

scho()i · until their
school fces are paid
and other trivials reasons· as l\) WhY rhey
<Jre not \1)nnt(~d at
st:i)()ol.

I()

:-;t i.lY
.
a\v:ly".
"I-l owes(~r no ex.pb··

Poli~~.i;';.rspon ... thai
!, '.: l)a(rtl¢~lr(ill<isrioned.

1

1 itering

DC

-.

~l h~cond l ll2.

school. Tr~an cy d(,,~s

:'l' \)()o is is in . and The y
n('~d w w ork c h)~d y

Ih)l n\.~ce~S3.rilv m:"~~in

" illt

lhilt

~·( a n :l !! cm ent.

frum

Ic~tlllt::r:-i ;b~cond

for the entire t.!ay. It
can abo mean 1ha1
ab~~('!nd

in··

b~'!.lwecn lessons.
How cffecti\\~ is

t.he

Jenl'l1f.:r:o;

" H-hUla~·c.m\~nt .

lalin~!

Z)f

dl'~re~

l)f

i.1.1 .

~pir;}lIing.

("onITI)}

Sc h,wl
PUI
asiJe i·ilcir differences
:1Ilt! work toward, a
crim¢-fret' cnvironlH l: t1t.

sc!wc:is to try ,tnt!
prevent this typc of
problem from esc)'
uut

the

to a

that it callnnl
bc" curtaikd ') What
inl'ellrive
1'1'0 gralll111cs do :\chools
havc in plal'c or Jo
schools reward initia·
tive wili rc~anl 1('
full ilHcnda;lce. Ii
would appear thai
schonls
may
b~
Lliling sllon and
fresh sLIat~gi cs
itil'<ls ncct.!s t,) be
implemented in onkr
to J:>ring llbsentcei slll
to an acceptable
level.
Gowrning B,)dics
abo pia)' ,~ major role
in a chilt.!'s welfare or
weil bcin~.. Mcmb~r,
(If G()vcn~jng Bodies
are orlen from th(~
community
th~

L.()c:i\ busin.:;s,; also
ha\',> a moral (lbligalion to play. in that
lhey must nOI entertain kameI'''; during
,chool hours. yet thcy
capitali,e on Ihe situation at hant.! al the
e\pense of the leamcr.
P(1l i \: l~

Nlanagl~mcnl

i~ ilr~int~

nil)'

rhl.: commu-

i;\ j;)in fOfCCS and

involved with
poli,cing sub-fonnns

gCI

{O

l.~rc:llC

and aware-

n\: s~

wi th rtgtlrd It)

I h~! scrj0 11 ~n c.')$ o f th i~

prof'lt'lIL
It mU Sl be elllpha sised that not ali
scho,)!;. arc guilt)' or
Ihis misd.em ~ ;\ll()U r.
In ,III rilirn~ $ '. all
schools mu st not Ix'
_U\mjsh\',d....()rp~iJlle<j
with the stlme tJmsh.
School
Governing
Bodies alit.! parents
alikc. must pl3Y an
i mp0\13nt role in rrying to steer children
i 1\ the ri g.hr parh and
rather get al'livdy
inv()lv~t.! in l'Oll\ll\Unilv based project s.
in~:tead
of channelling our frustr,h
tions in kss ilTlponallt
i~suc$',
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' Chatsworth is no differ:~~. The' ln~iinteam\
·i;'i a popuJirfC~lalid obviously se~Urity" ':~

~,measures IWiJ.ipeextn.!l~f!ly strmgl':nt." said ',' "
,. , ' ':' !
: ;',
,
: ;.rIl.le Cbatsworth Oval i.s ~:laid :tobold approxi' <:m!ltely 8()()O.p~ple but aJarger number is . ,

"tMr Reddy. : ' ;;':;;

';~xpe~ted 19 Jum ou!: ,' ~:,'

• . '.

', M[ Reddy ~dded, "We must also realise that
,.the infrastructure around' the oval bas not ;;,
}~en upg~ad~d toaccornlP.odate an event like
:'the world cup in tbe' pas,i :,nd the tolerance ;.
': ~hown by..tIl~; spectators\inChatsworth
,.
;;tlways ensures ,\ ,successful evenLWe must .
',also take illlb' account th~t Chatsworth will
. he 011 the wo;Jd stage for the cricket world
!. ~up andlhisis an oppori~nitytqshowthe
rest ofth~world that we call accolllmodate
. ) andhostill~~m~tional events. Witb tIlls being
cfirst there.will definitely be more higb
'. ' prpfilcgames' to follow," ~ ......... •
:'f,(lbe upgrade of the Chats'wOlth oval is well ,
/?:Jpderway (plc)'and wilLdefigitely:bc ready~:~
' , ))9: [)e.c~mber· Tbercwas::a sligJitd~laywitb "
;'frun but Chai,.~worth ' \vi~lpcreadyfor the .
,rWC 2003 ll8 planned. ,;
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